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Introduction: 

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK 

Since you're reading this, we can only assume that you are hope
lessly mired in Myst . 

Don't be ashamed. It happens. Maybe you're obsessed with the 
fireplace door. What's it do? Is that liquid mercury or what? Maybe 
you have existential dreams about tree-climbing in Channelwood
up, down, up, down, nothing happens, no progress, nada. Or 
maybe your personal Myst nightmare involves endless, aimless 
maze-running in the bowels of the Selenitic Age. 

But you 're stuck. Frustrated. Angry, maybe. You want to tell the 
observation tower to go rotate itself. 

Thank god you found us . 
OK, here's how this strategy guide works: 
The first part of this book, the Myst Journal , leads you "softly" 

through the game. It features an Everyman sort of narrator who 
chronicles his attempt to unravel the Myst mystery. His approach 
is observational-that is, he explores Myst , noting items of interest 
and leading you toward general strategies. So you can read the vari-
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ous sections of the Myst Journal for hints if you don 't necessarily 
want puzzle solutions right away. Note , however, that the journalist 
will always give you detailed solutions sooner or later. 

The second part of this book is called the Quick Guide to Myst. 
It's a straightforward, no-frills "walkthough." It gives you step-by-step 
instructions for completing the game. Of course, Myst is not strictly 
linear in structure; you can visit the four Ages in any order you wish. 
So remember that the Quick Guide is but one of the many ways to 
complete the game. 

Those of you familiar with strategy guides for games like Myst will 
find this book's approach familiar. But even if you've never consulted 
a strategy guide before, we think you'll find our format extremely easy 
to use. 



Author's Foreword 

to the Revised Edition 

The accolades are almost embarrassing as they rain down from 
on high. 

Newsweek calls Myst "an instant classic . . . alone on the play
ing field. " The New York Times hails it as "a landmark in the game 
industry," then deeply intones, "Its reflective, almost cool aesthetic 
suggests what is possible: image, sound and narrative woven into a 
new form of experience. " Wired agrees, declaring Myst to be 
"beautiful, complicated, emotional, dark, intelligent, absorbing . . . 
the first interactive artifact to suggest that a new art form might 
very well be plausible." Entertainment Weekly simply calls it "the 
800-pound gorilla of the CD-ROM industry. " 

And then, of course, there are the sales. As I write this, in 
March 1995, Myst is rolling inexorably toward a million units sold. 
Incredibly, after more than 18 months on the shelves, it is still 
listed as the top-selling computer entertainment title on most indus
try lists . Myst has dominated not one, but two Christmas selling 
seasons. Such retail longevity is unprecedented. 

Why the fuss? What is this thing called Myst? Unfortunately, its 
essence is not easy to put into a quick-pitch summary. As San 
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Francisco writer Jon Carroll describes it in his Wired magazine pro
file , Myst is "a kind of a puzzle box inside a novel inside a 
painting-only with music. Or something. " The only way to under
stand Myst , really, is to enter its world. 

In retrospect, I suppose, Myst's phenomenal success isn't so 
mysterious. True, it caught most (if not all) of the software industry by 
surprise. Not that Cyan wasn 't already widely respected before Myst 
was released. Even back in the late 1980s, critics considered the early 
works of Rand and Robyn Miller to be groundbreaking, if not exactly 
bursting with mass-market appeal. Two other Cyan creations, The 
Manhole and Cosmic Osmo, are considered classics. 

But those games, innovative as they are, target a fairly narrow 
audience-children, mostly. (The Millers themselves refer to The 
Manhole as "Kid-Myst. ") So I'll be honest. When Ruse! DeMaria first 
called and said, ''I've got a project for you," then proceeded to 
describe Myst ... well , words like artsy and niche product sprang to 
mind. Indeed, as Newsweek put it in a December 1994 profile, "In 
the gimmick-dominated world of computer games, Myst should be the 
equivalent of an art film, seemingly destined to gather critical acclaim 
and then dust on the shelves. " Plus it was a CD-ROM-only product
a risky market move back in 1993, as you may recall. 

It wasn 't until my first trek up from the Myst Island dock that I saw 
things differently. I went into the Myst Library, opened books, met 
Sirrus and Achenar, and got a chill - and then my life changed. You 
may think this a bit melodramatic, and of course you're right. But 
imagine what can happen when you fall in love with an alternate 
world , inhabit it for three straight weeks, write a book about it, and 
the next thing you know, 300,000 copies of that book are sold. 
Wouldn 't that change your life a little bit? 

Speaking of the book ... it 's true about the numbers. Myst: The 
Official Strategy Guide has helped a lot of people enjoy one of the 
great entertainment experiences of the digital age. Our simple two
part format-Journal and Quick Guide-was conceived in the panic 
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of an impossible deadline , but has proven to be a durable and well
appreciated structure . 

Hence, this revised edition of the strategy guide leaves that struc
ture intact , with just a little cosmetic prose applied here and there . 
However, we feel that Myst , as a bonafide Phenomenon, deserves 
some kind of extra-special treatment. So we 've spruced up the design 
a bit, added gorgeous full-color maps, and also included Ruse) 
DeMaria's interview with Rand and Robyn Miller. We hope all of this 
enhances your Myst experience . 

Rick Barba 
March 1, 1995 
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MYST JOURNAL 

Here I sit, on this dock. Sea9ulls. Water slappin9 at moorin9s. Like an Otis 
R.eddin9 tune. Bet.tond melancholLf. I'm not exactlt.t sure how to be9in this 
journal. Mat.the I should open with a joke. Or better, a picture. Worth a 
thousand words. 

Beautiful, isn't it? It's from a book. I took the photo mt.tself If it looks 
sli9htlt.t blurred, well, that's because it was movin9 when I shot it. Not the 

book. Not the camera. The picture. The picture was movin9. This book -
what can I sat.t? Where do I start? 

At the be9innin9, I suppose. 

Althou9h that malf not be possible t.tet. Because ri9ht now, be9innin9, 
middle, and end are lar9elLf obscured in Mt.tst. 
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1. MYST ISLAND 

So / 'll start at m~ be9innin9. 

I won't bore ~ou with personal back stor~ . What's more to the point is 

how I 9ot on this dock. One moment I'm a 9u~ in the San Francisco public 

librar~. Deep in the stacks, di99in9 for books on photo9raph~. Next thin9 I 
know, I'm wanderin9 a m~thical island. 

Fortunatel~. I have a camera. Carr~in9 case, plent~ of ftlm . If I 
couldn't document this place, nobod~ would believe it. 

But back to the setup. Like I said, I 9ot this new instamatic. I wanted 
to use it in an artful wa~. So I hit the librar~. There I am, doin9 a little 
research when I come across this dust~, battered old book. I like books -
OK, I'm a book 9u~, I admit it- so I pulled it out. 

I opened it, started readin9. 

5 
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It was a journal. Hand-written! With meticulous 
care, the writer described an island - m11thical, I 
assumed - from which travelers could embark on jour
ne11s to fantastic worlds. "A9es," the11 were called. I 

read obsessivel11 to the ver11 last pa9e, which framed a 
dark illustration. 

I looked closer. 

At first it seemed a simple line drawin9 - dark 
back[jround etched with a few darker lines. But sud
denl11, the lines seemed to waver, then move. I fumbled 

for m11 camera. The illustration was comin9 alive! It 
panned up to a blue horizon. Fortunatel11, I had film 
loaded. I snapped pictures just as the book be9an its 

aerial approach to an island that looked to be the ver11 
one described earlier in the journal. 

The ni9ht ended with a breathtakin9 landin9 on a dock. 

Then somethin9 amazin9 happened. 

I wanted one last 9ood 
shot. But the pa9e, I 
noticed, was wrinkled. I 
tucked the camera in its 
case, reached out to smooth 

the pa9e. M11 palm touched 
the livin9 ima9e. 

Ever11thin9 went black. 

--
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When consciousness returned, I was stand.in& on that verlf dock. I had, in 

essence - perhaps in actualitlf - entered the book. And for the last several 

hours, I've been explorin9 the verlf place I'd just spent hours readin9 about in 

the librarlf. Now, as I sit here watchin9 9ulls, it seems increasin9llf important 

that I keep a faithful journal of this experience. 

Let me start with mlf arrival. 

The Dock 
I stood there, cl.um bf ounded. 

To mlf ri9ht, the crow's nest of a sunken ship rose from the water. To mlf 

le~, a hill led up to a pair of Greek-lookin9 structures, lots of pillars. Behind 

me rose a wooded promentorlf. A hulkin9 brick structure was va9uel11 visible 

behind the trees. 

I was amazed at how well-manicured these wounds were, how well-kept 

the dock and buildin9s looked. But somethin9 felt odd. It felt lonellf. Sounds 

of water and wind onllf accentuated that feelin9 . 

As I 9azed up at the solid, classical architecture of the buildin9s risin9 to 
mlf le~, I noticed the wooved outline of an entrlf below the retainin9 wall. 

The Dimensional Imager 
It was an entrlf passa9e, alri9ht. And when I reached out to touch it, it slid 

open with a neat hiss. 
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A lon9 passa9ewalf led down stairs to an open chamber. In the center sat 

a bubblin9 vat. Witches and warlocks? But when I pressed the button, the 

water disappeared - illusion! Beneath, some sort of mechanism. Pressin9 the 

button a9ain merellf brou9ht back the turbulent liquid illusion. 
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I turned to leave. There, on the wall, was a metal plaque embossed with 

an ima9e of a parchment pa9e. I looked closer. Three different settin9s were 

etched on it. 

Dimensional ima9er! That explains the illusor~ cauldron. A small ween 

button 9lowed above the chart to the le~. When I pressed it, the plaque slid 

up, revealin9 a hidden control panel with arrow controls for enterin9 a two

di9it number. Currentl~ entered: 67. Of course: The "water-turbulent pool" 

listed on the plaque. 

I entered 40, the number for 'Topo9raphical Extrusion Test" on the 

plaque, then pressed the red activation button, returned to the ima9er, ancl. 

pressecl. its button as well. A stunnin9 3-D ima9e of the islancl. rose ancl. spun 

on the ima9er's surface. Amazin9. Finall~, I enterecl. 47 on the control panel. 

This time the ima9er procl.ucecl. a spinnin9 "Marker Switch" - a woocl.en 

pocl.ium on a marble base, with a lar9e-hancl.lecl. switch at the top. 

I 'cl. seen one of these "Marker Switches" at the base of the stairs leacl.in9 

up from the cl.ock. It must be important - it certainl~ looks important. I 

cl.ecicl.ecl. to check it out. 
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Here are the three ima9es: 
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The Marker Switch 
I exited the Dimensional lma[Jer chamber, then walked toward a path leadin[j 

ahead to a [jiant Bear-like object sittin[j atop an outcroppin[j of rock. At the 

foot of the stairs sat the Marker Switch. I examined it carefullLf - then, on a 

whim, I ~ipped it up. It clicked, but nothin[j happened. 

From there I went up the 

stairs to the base of a round, 

solid buildin[j. Marble. I'm no 

architect, but I had to admire 

the classic beautLf of this struc

ture. To mLf le~, more stairs, 

the ones leadin[j up to the 

front entrances of the build

in[js. But I decided to [JO ri[jht 

first, up the curvin[j stairwaLf. 

At the top sat what looked 

to be a hu[je, sunken Bear. 

Sunken Gear 
As I approached the [jiant Bear, I saw that another Marker Switch sat at its 

base. A[Jain, I ~ipped up the switch. A[Jain, nothin[j. The hu[je Bear sat 

motionless, not a sound. 

I did a quick surveLf. To mLf le~, across a ravine, sat the lar[je dome

topped rotunda. To its ri[Jht, a central peak rose sharplLf, towerin[j over the 

island. At its top squatted some kind of CLflindrical structure - a watch

tower? Some sort of observatorLf perhaps? 
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Didn't see an'1 telescope slot thou9h. Nor an'1 discernible pathwa'1 up. 

l\>c ~ j1 ·you o /ne.).\O!lC/ 

cj t.JfmOOf m1Fr'1r« in 
our jrv.-- c/"iQmbcr !.>t&c)e 
the 0ock. £111('r 1hr number 
'?f J1oi•kcA· sM~h~ 011 
#i~ 14fa11a in jo Jhc. 1m<!jtr 
p rqritvr #le.. 1nc~c-. 

JVl'f)· 
.1Jt1,.4L_ 

Here's the note 

Catherine's Note 
I went back down the stairs, then around the rotunda. As I 

moved up the path, I found a crumpled sheet of paper. 

Remarkabl'1 intact. As if tossed down minutes before. I 

looked around. Nothin9 movin9. Not a sound. M.a11be 9hosts 

live here. M.a11be I exist in the wron9 dimension. 

Atrus? Catherine? lnterestin9. I knew about the fore

chamber, the ima9er. And I'd seen two of these Marker 

Switches alread'1. From now on I'd be sure to note each new 

one I found, and where I found it. 

I'd like to see that messa9e. 
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The Planetarium 
Next, I came to the entrance of the rotunda. Finel~ dappled 9ra~ marble, 
wooden door, some sort of ornate, 9ilded doorplate. To its le~, another 
Marker Switch, number three now. Flipped it up a9ain. Wondered what the 

heck I was doin9 . 

The door was heav~, solid oak, but it opened 
easil~ enou9h. Inside: lit up, some sort of chair in 
the center of the room. This thin9 was a real speci
men. Deep-hued, full-wain leather. R.eal 
cra~manship . Like ever~thin9 else on the island. 

Then I noticed somethin9 9lowin9 blue just ri9ht 
of the doorwa~. Kind of bi9 for just a li9ht switch. I 
9ave it a tr~, looked up: Stars. A planetarium! It 

was a si9ht. Gor9eous. 
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I went back to the chair and 

sat in it. Above, I noticed some 

sort of amazin9 control panel. I 

pulled it down, examined it

readouts for date and time, and 

what seemed to be an activation 

button. A constellation of stars 

dotted the view screen. 

I was ver~ tempted to make 

some random entries to see what 

happened. So I entered m~ 

birthda~ . The button started ~ashin9 with the first entr~. I pushed it. The 

viewscreen panned across the starfteld, centered on another constellation. 

Some kind of star chartin9 device! I could pla~ with this for hours if there 

wasn't so much le~ to be explored. I moved the panel back up into place. 

I le~ the room and reluctant/~ shut the door. 

The Library 
At the walkwa~, I went ri9ht. Up ahead sat a trul~ impressive, Parthenon

st~le columned structure with an open door. I remembered it from the M~st 

book's ~~over approach. (In fact, I snapped a photo then, which I'll put on 

the next pa9e.) 

I stepped into a hu9e, octa9onal room. Ever~thin9 was burnished wood, 

made with 9odlike cra~manship. The detail was astoundin9. Strai9ht ahead, 

the centerpiece of the room - a three-tiered bookshelf 
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A librar~. I thou9ht of the M~st book that 9ot me here. And I remem
bered its references to a librar~ filled with portals to other worlds, other a9es. 
This must be it. 
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The Mystery Craft 

I stared at the books in front of me. 

Even1thin9 in me wanted to wab them, rip 
them open. Put mLf hands on the pa9es, read, 
devour. But for some reason, I didn't. 

Somethin9 told me this place was the beatin9 

heart of M11st. It would be better to culminate 

mLf exploration of the island here. 

I contented m11self with a quick surveLf. 

Paintin9s. A fireplace. A map. Two lar9e 
books, blue and red, on displaLf. 

Then I le~. 

Outside, on the far side of the librarLf, sat an odd blimp-like era~. Parked at 

the end of a meticulouslLf constructed platform. I approached. Wind 

whistlin9. To be honest, it looked like a bi9 lawn dart. Almost humorous. 

Does it ~Lf? Or is it some sort of submersible? 

I noticed that a power line runs ri9ht to it. 
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The door wouldn't open. So I ~ipped up another Marker Switch, number 
four. Then I headed back to the path ... on the wa'1, I noticed a ladder 
leadin9 up the brick tower that supports the power line. 

Without thinkin9, I climbed it. At the top, a switch. Looks like some kind 
of circuit breaker. No use trippin9 it, thou9h. There's no power hummin9 in 
the wires. No wonder the cra~'s door won't open. 

Pillar Walkway 
I le~ the platform and headed down a path that ran between a column of pil
lars. Ahead, a small basin. Bird bath? But when I looked in, I saw a sunken 
miniature replica of the boat bt.t the dock - exposed crow's nest and all! 
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Just behind and to the le~ of the basin was another marker switch -
number five now - which I ~ipped up. Dead ahead, in the distance, I could 

see a lar9e clock tower. 

Before movin9 farther on, I examined the odd assortment of pillars and 

markers linin9 the path. At the base of the first pillar on the le~ was a marker 

inscribed with a bird icon. Whenever m~ hand 9ot near it, it hummed and 

turned crimson. Should I touch it? Wh~ not. When I did, it clicked, and the 

inscription turned ween. I touched it a9ain, and it turned back to red. 
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All the other markers exhibit the same phenomenon. 

Here's a list of the marker inscriptions, listed in order, on each side as 

theLf lead awaLf from the librarLf: 

LEFT RIGHT 
bird eLf e 

cross serpent 

leaf insect 

arrow anchor 

As I walked alon9 the markers on the ri9ht side, I noticed a power line 

(the one connected to the "dart" era~) strun9 alon9 a series of brick supports 

runnin9 parallel to the path. TheLf skirt the cliff's ed9e. Endin9 at a squat

lookin9 brick buildin9. 

I took a few steps down the path. Twin monarch butterflies ~ew past -

beautiful, idLfllic. Then I went ri[jht, to the cliff's ed9e. Worked mLf waLf 

around the last brick tower. 

A ladder ran to the tower's top. I climbed it, and, to no surprise, found 

another circuit breaker trip switch there. 
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Generator 
I climbed back down and carefull'1 worked m'1 wa'1 back around to the front 
of the brick buildin9. Since the power lines ended here, I assumed the struc

ture housed a 9enerator plant of some sort. Before enterin9, thou9h, I ~ipped 
up the Marker Switch just to the le~ of the entrance. Sixth one so far. Still, I 

wish I knew what I was doin9 . 

I stepped throu9h the brick entr'1, down windin9 stairs. Dank, must'1, and 
extremel'1 eerie. At the bottom, a door, another blue 9lowin9 button. I pushed 
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the button, the door hissed open, and I entered a small control room. The 

control panel is simpl~ laid out simpl~ - a pair of 9au9es, two rows of but
tons. The room's window overlooks a cavernous power plant, with rows of 

hu9e 9enerators stretchin9 off into the darkness. 

I fou9ht the ur9e to just mess around. Instead, I turned to 90. As I le~, I 

discovered a chart tacked to the wall just to the ri9ht of the door: 

Spaceship! Could that be 

what I saw next to the Li.brar~? 

The schematic drawin9 of 9ener

ator switches obvious/~ referred to 

the two rows of buttons on the 

control panel behind me. 

I hurried back upstairs. 

The fresh air felt 9ood in m~ 

lun9s. I turned ri9ht, down the 

path toward the clocktower. 

The Clocktower 
As I 9ot closer, I could see that the clocktower was actuall~ offshore. It sits 

on a 9ear-shaped platform. Apparentl~ 9ears are real bi9 in the decoratin9 
scheme around here. The face read 12 o'clock, with a lar9e door carved 

below, in the base. I could also see another Marker Switch (number seven, I 

noted) to the le~ of the door. 
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On the shore, I found some 

kind of control box. Two wheels 
and a red button. Each turn of 
the lar9e wheel moved the 
clock's bi9 hand forward an 
increment of five minutes. Each 

turn of the small wheel moved 
the clock's small hand forward 
an increment of one hour. 

I pushed the button. 

Nothin9 happened. 

Log Cabin 
I turned and headed back toward the Libranr 

As I trud9ed up the bucolic path, I cau9ht a 9limpse of somethin9, nearlLf 
hidden bLf f olia9e, to mLf ri9ht. There, tucked amon9st the trees, sat a rustic 
109 cabin. EasLf to miss. And just to the ri9ht of the front door sat Marker 
Switch number ei9ht - which, as alwaLfS, I nipped up. 
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I opened the creak11 door, entered. Strai[jht ahead hunkered what 

appeared to be a [ja5 furnace with a h11draulic pressure [jau[je on the front. A 

lar[je red wheel to the ri[jht. A valve? To the le~, an illustration of a tree trunk 

risin[j from a brick platform. 

I pulled down on the ri[jht side of the [jearwheel, turnin[j it clockwise. A 

low hiss be[jan, then arew louder. The smell of [jaS became unmistakable. The 

more I turned the wheel, the 

louder the hissin9 arew. But 

I could see no ~ame in the 

furnace box below the pres

sure compartment. Lookin[j 

closer, I noticed a pilot li[jht 

box - unlit. 

An11bod11 [jOt a match? 

Not me. 
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The Giant Tree 

I quickl~ turned the 9earwheel counterclock
wise, shuttin9 off the 9as. Ma~be if I find a 
source of ~ame on this island, I'll return and 9ive 

that pilot li9ht a tr~ . I turned back. Just ri9ht of 
the door, a safe in the wall. Handle and three

number combination lock. 

Just for fun, I thou9ht I'd stroll around in the woods behind the cabin before 
headin9 back to the Librar~. I slipped between the first couple of trees to the 
ri9ht of the door, then rounded the cabin. To m~ surprise, I found m~self 
facin9 the same tree and platform depicted in the illustration next to the fur
nace inside. 

This tree was hu9e. It tow
ered far above the others. I 
remembered it from the M~st 

book ~~over. But standin9 at 
its base, lookin9 up, was an 
almost reli9ious experience. 
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I examined it carefull~, but it appeared to simpl~ be a tree in a platform. 

Wh~? Ma~be a place of worship for some kind of radical environmentalist 

cult. Chucklin9 at m~ third-rate humor, I returned to the path, walked back 

to the dock, and sat down to start this journal. 

And that's where I am now. 

At this point it strikes me - I think I've found all the visible Marker 

Switches on this island. Ei9ht in all. Ma~be more hidden, but I want to tr~ 

this number in the Dimensional lma9er. Ma~be I'll 9et Atrus's messa9e to 

Catherine now. 

The Dock Forechamber 
I entered "08" in the ima9er control panel, and it worked! 

The messa9e was prett~ unsettlin9, thou9h. A man 

appeared, speakin9 (as in the note) to his beloved wife, 
Catherine. So this is Atrus! 

In the messa9e he sa~s he has to leave quickl~, somethin9 terrible has 

happened. Someone has destro~ed most of his books. Sa~s in shock: "It's one 
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of our sons!" He suspects Achenar, but doesn't want to leap to conclusions. 

Atrus adds that he removed the remainin9 undama9ed books from the librarLf 

and placed them in what he ca Ifs "the places of protection." 

Then he sa11s somethin9 most intri9uin9: "If LfOU 've for9otten the access 

ke11s, remember the tower of rotation." 

At this point it seems I've seen all I can see of the island. 

Time now to return to the librarLf - and the books that promise to 

enli9hten me further. 



2. THE LIBRARY 

The Books 
So, the librarLf . It seems to hold the keLf to this mLfsterLf. 

Headin9 strai9ht for the bookshelf, I decided to be SLfStematic about 
this. I started at the top, worked mLf waLf down, book bLf book. It was 
shockin9. Most of the books were indeed destroLfed. HorriblLf charred, 
burned beLfond reclamation. ExactlLf as Atrus had said in his messa9e to 
Catherine. But I found five that were spared. 

What follows is a brief catalo9 of what each contains: 

Channelwood Age Journal 
The first intact tome was the ween 

and red book, top shelf, far le~. 

A journal. Same handwritin9 
as the ML(st book. The writer 

opens with talk of somethin9 he 
calls the Channelwood A9e. He 
speaks of monkeL(-like people, tree
dwellers. An entire tree villa9e, in 

fact. Described as risin9 from the 
ocean itself 
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This journal also mentions his wife Catherine, his sons Sirrus and 

Achenar. Must be Atrus. Pa9es of fascinatin9 discussion of the a9e-its his
tor~, le9ends, and so on. 

It ends with a diaeram of what looks like a communit~ of huts connected 
b~ walkwa~s or brid9es. Is this the tree villa9e? 

Stoneship Age Journal 
The next intact book was the blue and red one at the far ri9ht of the top shelf 

It seemed at first a fair~ tale. Stor~ of three bo~s, Emmit, Branch and 
Will-but then the narrator, Atrus, enters the stor~, speakin9 of a "newl~ 
created a9e" and somethin9 called The Art. Various sketches of 9ad9ets: a 
blinkin9 li9ht, a submersible lamp. Also, there is talk of build.in& a li9hthouse, 
powerin9 up a 9enerator, and the like. 

Then a map-like overview labeled 
"Stoneship A9e - bird's e~e view." 

The journal closes with sketches of 
ei9ht major constellations that Atrus has 

observed. Pa9in9 throu9h them fired a 
spark of reco9nition. Each matched one of 
the marker inscriptions at the base of the 
pillars just outside! 

I took photos of all ei9ht, hopin9 to 
catch a 9limpse of them m~self in the 

ni9ht sk~ of M~st. 
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Selenitic Age Journal 
A~er a batch of burned books I came to the blue book tilted on the middle 

shelf This one speaks of another "a9e, " full of horrible cataclLfsm, meteoric 

fireballs, chasms, underaround caverns. It also speaks of Sirrus and Achenar, 

le~ behind in Channelwood. At times the writin9 fades in and out, which the 

writer later notes. 

A~er some sketches of valves, a radio dish and a drawin9 of the space

ship, I came upon somethin9 most interestin9 - a sketch of a keLfboard with a 

numbered sequence of five notes. No doubt important in some waLf, so I 

snapped a photo and tucked it in mLf carrLfin9 case. 

FinallLf. on the last pa9e, this sketched map of the Selenetic island: 

The Pattern Book 
One of the burned books was still readable. I found it at the far ri9ht on the 

middle shelf It contains some 300 different patterns of black squares on 

a 6 x 8 9rid. 
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A puzzle book? Or code book, ma~be. But for what? I put it back on the shelf 

Mechanical Age Journal 
The last unburned book had a black cover, sat on the le~ side of the bottom 

shelf Its subject: a Mechanical A&e, a land of dark, wa~ skies tin9ed ~ellow b~ 
~ashes of li9htnin9. Tales of a once-beautiful cit~, surrounded b~ three hills, 
sinkin9 into the sea a~er destruction at the hands of enem~ ships. Atrus decided 
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to provide a fortress of defense, returned with his two sons. The finished struc
ture apparentl~ sits on the three ori9inal hills, which are now islands. 

A9ain, sketches dot the book. One depicts a sunken stairwa~ that can rise 

to a ~ush surface. There's also a diawam of the fortress itself ln9enious. A 
track on pillars surrounds it. 

The Paintings 
All the other books were blackened shells. A real crime. 

On either side of the bookshelf han9 paintin9s. To 
the le~: Stairs leadin9 throu9h an arch, ver~ much like 
the arches carved into the wood panelin9 of the room. 
When I looked closer, I noticed that the "stairs" 

appeared to be bookshelves much like the ones just to 

the ri9ht-and when I touched it, the paintin9 

swirled, transmo9rifted before m~ ver~ e~es! 
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The picture now depicted a staircase leadin9 into a 

passa9e. 

I shook m11 head and stepped awa11. Suddenl11, the 

actual bookshelf to the ri9ht underwent the same trans

formation! Behind me, the entrance to the librar11 

sealed shut at the same time. 

I wanted to complete m11 examination of this 

room before explorin9 an11 secret chambers that 

mi9ht lie at the end of the passa9ewa11. So I went 

to the other paintin9, to the ri9ht of the bookshelf 

A representation of the librar11 's open doorwa11. 

A9ain, when I touched it, a swirlin9 chan9e. 

Then the bookshelf rose up to its ori9inal state, 

and the librar11 door slid open. 
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At this point, I decided to take nothin9 for 9ranted on M11st Island. 

I scanned the rest of the room. Sittin9 apart - two books, one blue and 

one red. A pa9e of matchin9 color sat beside each. 

The Blue Book 
I went to the blue book first, picked up the pa9e. It obviousllj belon9ed to the 
book, so I slid it in. Sudden~, the blackened illustration on the ri9ht side of 
the pa9e filled with static - and came to life! It was a messa9e. A 11oun9 
man, obviousllj distressed, suddenl11 looked up at me and called out, "Sirrus? 

Is that 11ou?" 

When he realized I was a stran9er, he be9an implorin9 me to "brin9 the 
blue pa9es." More heav11 static marred the transmission, but I could make out 
a phrase or two - somethin9 about "forever and ever" and repeated demands 

for these blue pa9es. 
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The Red Book 
The red book's messa9e was similar. Another ~oun9 man stru99lin9 to see and 
hear me. He be9an demandin9 the red pa9es - thou9ht he said somethin9 
like "I am Sirrus." The son of whom Atrus spoke? 

Honest/~ can't sa~ I liked his attitude an~ more than the other 9u~ 's. 

Kind of arro9ant, curt. But then I thou9ht, Ma~be I'd be desperate and 

impatient if I was livin9 in a book too. 

And then I thou9ht: He~. I am livin9 in a book. 
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The Fireplace 
Next, I examined the fireplace . 

Seemed normal enou[jh, until I turned around to Bet out. A small red 

switch nestled, nearlLf hidden, to the le~ of the openin[j. When I pressed it, a 

door dropped shut in front of me. 

In a panic, I reached out to push the door open - and a small square 

indentation literallLf "wew" from the spot I touched! The surface felt cold and 

Lfieldin[j, like mercurLf. I touched it a[jain and a[jain, watchin[j the squares 

leap to life, f ormin[j a pattern. 

SuddenlLf, I remembered the Pattern Book on the center bookshelf I 

checked the door. Squares. Six bLf ei&ht &rid. ExactlLf. Some kind of pattern 
access code. But access to what? 

I thou&ht of enterin[j each of the 300 patterns, trial and error. Then I 

thou&ht better. 

When I pushed the red button a[jain, the squares disappeared and the 

door jerked open with a pneumatic hiss. 
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The Observatory 
I was read~ now to explore behind the bookshelf. 

I went back to the bookshelf paintin9, and touched it. Then I stepped 
back as the secret passa9ewa~ re-opened. I followed the twistin9 corridor until 
I reached an open chamber. 

There sat an elevator. 

I opened its door and entered. 

An indicator li9ht above a blue button told me I was at the " Librar~." I 
shut the door and pushed the button, trustin9 to fate . When the car stopped 
movin9, I opened the door. The indicator now read 'Tower." Could this be 

the buildin9 / 'd seen on the hi9h peak overlookin9 the island? 
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Dead ahead was a metal ladder with an "open book" insi9nia centered on 

the wall behind it. 

I climbed the ladder and found an observation deck with an open viewin9 

slot. But the view was blocked b~ a solid 9ranite wall. I climbed back down 

and peeked behind the elevator - there was another ladder on the opposite 

wall, this one framin9 a "ke~" insi9nia. 

I remembered Atrus's words to 
Catherine on the Dimensional 

lma9er: "If ~ou've for9otten the 

access ke~s, then remember the 

tower of rotation." Does this tower 

rotate? If so, how? 

I climbed the ladder, and a9ain 

there was nothin9 but pure 9ranite 

wall at the top. Most curious. 

A9ain, I wondered if there was 

some wa~ to rotate the slot? 
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I returned to the elevator. 

And here I sit now. Starin9 a&ain at the "open book" insi9nia on the wall. 

These SLfmbols seem to su99est that the "keLt" to this observatorLf can be found 

in certain books. 

I should return to the librarLf. 

The Map 
As I entered the librarLf, it struck me that there was one element of this room 

still unexamined - the map. 

As I approached it, an illuminated overlaLf sucl.cl.enlLf appeared. I looked 

closelLf. Diawammatic line cl.rawin9s of island structures! Each seemed to cor
respond to locations at which /'cl. ~ipped Marker Switches. 

I wanted to test if the Marker Switches had anLfthin9 to do with these 

illuminated map features. I went out and ~ippecl. off the Marker Switch bLf 

the basin. Returned, looked at the map. Sure enou9h, no cl.iawam for that 
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area. I went back out, switched it on a9ain. At last, I knew. The switches 

activate some sort of holo9raphic mappin9 &rid. 

Lookin9 closer, I noticed that the icon for the observation tower behind 

the librar~ was ~ashin9 . As I reached out to touch the ~ashin9 concentric cir

cles, a beam of li9ht shot from it and be9an to sweep in an arc around the 

map. I noticed that the beam stopped its sweep when I withdrew m~ hand. 

Then the words 'Tower Rotation" ~ashed and I heard a powerful mechanical 

rumblin9 - the real observation tower was turnin9! 

I reached out a9ain, and watched the beam turned red as it passed over 

each of the marker switch locations. I decided to hold on the observator~ 

until the beam rotated and turned red over the the object I'd found most 

interestin9 thus far - the spaceship at the upper-ri9ht of the map. 

I listened to the "tower rotation" a9ain, then hurried back to the 

observator~ . 
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Sure enou9h, the viewin9 slot revealed the spaceship. But what did that 
show me? I decided to check the opposite ladder (the one with the "ke~ " 

insi9nia) . 

This time, at the top, a 9leamin9 metallic plaque had been revealed, 

enwaved with this: 
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I immediatel11 thou9ht of the "power to spaceship" 9au9e in the cave 

beneath the brick power house, and those two rows of 9enerator switches. I 

jumped in the elevator and returned to the librar11. Then I used the door 

paintin9 a9ain to reopen the front entr11. 



Stone Forest 

Main Antenna 
Controls 

~ 
~ ~ 

Tunnel to 
Island 

Oasis 



3. THE SELENITIC AGE 

Spaceship Activation 
I went down the path and into the Benerator cave, went to the control 

panel, lookin[3 to power up the Benerators to 59 volts. I went down the le~ 

row, pushin[3 buttons, jottin[3 down voltaBe increases of each - 10, 7, 8, 

16, 5 - now I was up to 46. I went down the second row -1, 2, 22-

oops, that put me at 71, and the ri[3ht f3aUf3e shut down to zero! 

Must have tripped the breaker switches. I shut down all Benerators. 

I decided to throw the circuit breaker switch just outside. Before leav

inf3, thouf3h, I decided to push the last two Benerator buttons, notin[3 the 

voltaBe of each -19 and 9. I realized now that I'd have to come up with 

exactl'1 59 volts, or I'd trip the breaker a[3ain. 
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As I climbed the stairs I did some quick mental addition, tr11in9 to find 

combinations that worked. When I 9ot to top of the tower, I discovered that 

the switch wasn't tripped there. I proceeded to the other breaker tower I'd 

seen on the path to the spaceship, climbed it, threw that switch. 

Back at the 9enerator room, I tried m11 combination: 

LEFT ROW 

one (10v) 

three (8v) 

1\IGHT1\0W 

three (22v) 

four (19v) 

As I headed back to spaceship, I could hear the power hummin9 in the 

wires. This time the ship's door slid neatl11 open when I touched it, and I 

stepped in. 

To the le~ was an odd control device with sliders that traversed a scale of 
musical notes when moved up or down. A lar9e handle, which appeared to be 

some sort of power-on switch, tri99ered the note sequence set b11 the slider 

positions. I tried a few combinations, but nothin9 happened. 

Then I remembered the five-note sequence sketched in the Selenitic jour

nal in the librar11. Five notes. Five slider bars. A musical code! Clever. I was 

9lad / 'd photowaphed it. 
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A beautiful harpsichord 9leamed at the other end of the ship. I went to it, 
ftn9ered the first note in the sequence, then hurried back to the tuner. It took 
a couple trips back to the harpsichord (and a 9ood tonal ear) to 9et the 
proper code loaded on the sliders. 

Here 's what it looked like when I 9ot 

it ri9ht: 

I pulled the handle, and the portal

like viewscreen came alive with a ~oatin9 
book. B~ this time I knew what to do . 
Placin9 m~ hand on the portal, I watched 
it transform into a ~~b~ of a desolate
lookin9 island. Then a9ain, all went 
black - si9nallin9 m~ arrival in the 
Selenitic A9e. 
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Selenitic Age 
I am sittin8 in a tin~ oasis on one of the most 8odf orsaken places I have ever 

seen. Let me brin8 this up-to-date. 

The "~i&ht," if ~ou can call it that, was instantaneous. On arrival, I 

stepped out of the ship. Water lappin8. Gentle roar of surf The landin8 plat

form ran out to the sea. I walked down a ramp. Up ahead - a barren, lifeless 

world. Burned out. The first structure I came to was small, juttin8 out from 

the rock face. Some kind of portal. Its door was sealed shut. 

I remembered the under8round caverns mentioned in the Selenitic journal. 

Could this be a passa8e to them? 

But the door was locked b~ another five-sound code, ke~ed a&ain b~ 

slider bars. I slid a bar up and down a few times, listenin8. Where to find this 

sequence? I be8an to explore. 
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Chasm 
I saw a brick stairwa~ ahead, 
le~ of the road. Behind that, 
some kind of tower rose in the 
mist, with what looked like a 
radar-antenna at the top. I 
fallowed the stairs to the base 
of the tower, a brick podium. 
On it, a red button was 
installed beneath a 9olden 

icon s~mbol that appeared to 

depict wind or heat risin9 from a ja99ed openin9. 

When I looked down on either side of the platform, I understood the 

meanin9 of the icon. 

This must be the massive chasm that Atrus spoke of in his Selenitic jour

nal. The ~awnin9 thin9 drops strai9ht down to reveal 9lowin9 molten rock. 
Burnin9 9ases rise from the depths. I could feel the heat. 
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When I pushed the red button, and the chasm etchin9 suddenl'1 9lowed. 
What this meant, I had no idea. Off to the le~, suspended from a cable, 

hun9 some kind of 9ad9et with a red tip. Some sort of a detection device? In 
fact, it looked like a microphone. 

If so, what mi9ht it be recordin9? All I could hear was the fier'1 roar of 

the chasm below. And then it hit me. This sound: /'cl heard it before. Back at 

the portal. 

The slider bar sound code! 

Oasis 
I came back clown the stairs. I 9lanced ri9ht: What a wasteland. The portal 
buildin9 sat there, enshrouded in a smok'1 mist. Then I noticed a small worn 

path branchin9 off to the ri9ht. 

I followed it. It led to more brick stairs, runnin9 behind the chasm. Then I 

saw trees. L1fe! A bit further, and suclclenl'1 I found m11self in midst of lush 
ve9etation. I heard runnin9 water. An oasis on this blackened island. The 
oasis where I sit now, writin9 these words. 
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To the ri9ht, as I approached, I saw a well off resh water ~owin9 throu9h 
a sluice 9ate, then down the hill. Above it, another red-tipped device. Took a 
9ood close look. It must be a microphone. 

I thou9ht about sound. The portal door code. I listened to the peaceful 
babble of the water. 

To the le~ sat another 
podium. Another button, 
another icon - this one 

of water drippin9. I 
pushed the button. To the 

le~, a blue pa9e ~uttered 
precariouslLf on a small 
platform. I took it. 
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Ruined Clocktower 
I returned to the main path, turned le~. Past the stairs leadin9 to the chasm. 

Strai9ht ahead la~ the charred ruins of a clocktower, still tickin9 and tollin9, 

thou9h somewhat erraticall~ . A[jain, I reco9nized the sound from the slider 

bar code on the portal door. 

At the tower's base la~ another red button and icon, this time of a clock. 

I pushed the button and moved on down the path. 

Stone Forest 
I had to traverse a ja99ed narrow peninsula to 

another Y-branch, where I turned ri9ht. The foot

in9 was 9ettin9 precarious, but thankfull~, I found 
more brick stairs. Ahead, risin9 up out of the 

ocean mist, was a breathtakin9 si9ht. Multicolor 

columns of rock or cr~stal juttin9 up from the 
water. Towerin9, diamond-like confiBurations. 
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It was like a stone forest. 

But almost more spectacular was the sound. The wind was pla11in9 music 

in the rock towers. I can onlLf describe the sound as . . . tubular. And a9ain, 

familiar. 

I followed a narrow brick passa9ewa11 leadin9 out to a small platform 

that sat in the midst of the rock formations. A brick column rose from it, sus

pendin9 another antenna and microphone. At its base was another podium, 

complete with red button and a columnar icon. 

Sittin9 atop the podium was a red pa9e. 

I took the pa9e, and somethin9 odd happened - the blue pa9e disinte-

9rated in m11 hand! I pushed the red button and headed back to the Y-branch 

in the peninsula path. 

Just out of curiousitLf, I returned to the oasis. There sat the blue pa9e, 

just as it was when I first saw it. ApparentlLf. onlLf one pa9e can be carried at 

a time. Ma11be I can return for this one later. 

Then a9ain, ma11be not. 
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Wind Tunnel 
I returned to the Y-branch in the peninsula. Took the le~ fork this time. As I 

moved alon9, I 9lanced to m'1 le~ at the small island out in the la9oon. 
Ahead, more brick stairs, then another podium next to a broken, rottin9 pier. 
A ladder led down a well-like hole. Wind whistled out. It was the wind tun

nel sound from the portal slider bar. 

I pushed the red button on the podium. Then I took a deep breath - and 
climbed down. 

Main Antenna Controls 
At the bottom of the ladder I found a switch that turned on a li9ht. I moved 
throu9h the tunnel to a second ladder, and climbed up. When I emer9ed I 
could see I'd reached that small island in the la9oon. 
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I followed the path to another podium. This one looked sealed shut b~ 

bi9 sheet metal doors. But the~ swun9 open easil~, revealin9 a control panel 

with a video displa~, two direction arrow buttons, a 360-dewee direction 

indicator, and five icon buttons that matched the five I'd seen at button loca

tions throu9hout the island. There was also ·a summation icon button at the 

bottom. When I pushed it, it merel~ pla~ed a sequence of five sounds, all the 

same. I 9uessed that I had to load the five sounds somehow before the sum

mation button would show me the proper sequence for the portal code. 

I clicked on the first icon button, the one that matched the oasis icon. 

The camera view chan9ed, and the direction indicator went to 0 de9rees. 

When I clicked the ri9ht directional button, the camera view be9an to swin9 

ri9ht and the indicator started countin9 up, displa~in9 the direction in dewees 

that I was seein9 in the viewer. 

I kept swin9in9 the camera ri9ht, 9ettin9 nothin9 but static - until I 9ot 

to 148.5 de9rees. At that point the ri9ht arrow be9an ~ashin9, and I could 

hear the faint sound of water - the oasis. I kept the view swivellin9 ri9ht a 

few tenths of a dewee at a time. Finall~, at 153.4, the static disappeared, 

and the runnin9 water sound from the oasis locked in. 

Obviousl~, the microphones / 'd seen were broadcastin9 sounds from their 

various locations to this receiver tower throu9h the lar9e antennae arra~ed 

above. I pressed the summation button a[jain; a[jain, the panel pla~ed five 

se9ments of sound. But this time the oasis sound was the second in the 

sequence! And its dewee settin9, 153.4, appeared in the direction indicator 

while the sound pla~ed. Now, apparentl~, I needed to lock in the other 

four sounds. 

As I did this, I noticed that whenever I 9ot within five dewees of the 

proper direction on either side, the appropriate arrow ~ashed to show which 

direction to proceed. 
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Here are photos showin[j each icon locked in to the proper 

directional bearin[j: 

Strone Forest Settin9 Oasis Settin9 

Windtunnel Settin9 Chasm Settin9 
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Once /'cl 9otten all these, 
I pressed the button, and the 

controller pla~ed back the five 
sounds in this sequence: 

Stone Forest 

Oasis 

Wincltunnel 

Chasm 

Clock 

Clock Settin9 

I knew this must be the portal door code. I listened to the sequence sev

eral times, memorizin9 the sounds. Then I returned to the oasis to rest and 

brin9 this journal up-to-elate. 

Next stop: The portal builclin9. 

Elevator 
The sound code worked like a charm. 

Back at the portal builclin9, I 
entered the sequence in the slider 

mechanism, pushed the button, and 
the door opened. Here's a photo of 
the proper slider ali9nment: 
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I followed a lon9 metallic passa9ewa~ to a lar9e open chamber in which 

sat a remarkable pod-like car on a rail track.. 

I pressed the blue entr~ button and the doors slid open. When I entered, 

the doors snapped shut behind me. I sat in the pilot's chair of what turned 

out to be some sort of Mazerunner. 

The Maze 
Once aboard, I examined the 

control panel in front of me. 

It looked simple enou9h. 
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I pushed the FORWARD button, watched as the runner lowered onto a 

sin9le-rail track. Then I heard a small bell sound - bin9. A~er a lot of trial 

and error, I learned it was a directional cue, tied to sounds just like evert.tthin9 

else in this a9e. 

Two other thin9s I learned. If I missed the sound the first time, I found I 

could repeat it bt.t simplt.f pressin9 the red ~ashin9 button at the le~. And 

when I 9ot lost or mis9uided, I found that pressin9 BACKTRACK took me 

back to mt.t last correct position in the maze. 

Here are the directional sound cues: 

N small bell (bin9) 

w bird sound (twrrreee) 

E airbrake (fssss) 

s bell clank 

NE, NW, SE, SW combine the sounds of two directions 

It took a while, but I 9ot out. Here's the sequence of directions that I fol

lowed to exit the maze: N, W, N, E, E, S, S, W, SW, W, NW, NE, N, SE 
and out. 

And now I sit here holdin9 the Mt.tst book a9ain. 

A~er arrivin9, I exited the Mazerunner, followed more metallic corridors 

to another chamber, and there it sat. I have it open to the last pa9e - which, 

as alwal.fs, is alive and swirlin9. I reco9nize the picture as the ceilin9 of the 

librarl.f back on Mt.tst Island. 

I hesitate - then I reach out mt.t hand. 
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Back to Myst Island 
The experience was the same. M~ palm touched the pa9e - and 
then blackness. 

But this time when I awoke, I found m~self l~in9 on the noor of the 
librar~, starin9 up at the ceilin9. Funn~ I hadn't reall~ noticed it before. 

Stunnin9l~ beautiful. 

Throu9h all of these journe~s, I've mana9ed to han9 onto m~ carr~in9 
case. I arabbed m~ camera: 

Then I went directl~ to the red book. I inserted the red pa9e . . . and the 

plot, as the~ sa~, be9an to thicken considerabl~ . 
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Red Page #2 
The LfOUnfj man, I have learned for certain, is indeed Sirrus, one of the two 

sons of whom Atrus speaks in his journals. I also feel certain that the one in 

the blue book is his brother Achenar. Sirrus welcomed mlf return, thanked me 

for the red pa9e. 

The static wasn't as bad as before, but I still found it hard to understand 

most of his messa9e. He implored me to brin9 more red pa9es. Most insistent. 

I cau9ht bits and pieces of some odd, disturbin9 statements: "I am Sirrus ... 

mlf brother is 9uiltLf . .. and I wron9fulllf imprisoned." 

Imprisoned? I remember Atrus on the Dimensional lma9er, a9onizin9 that 

his librarlf had been destroLfed bLf one of his sons. And didn't he salf he sus

pected Achenar? 

ClearlLf, I need to know more. 

So I've decided to take a chance. I will 90 back and retrieve the blue pa9e 

from the Selenitic a9e as well. 

Blue Page #2 
The return to the Selenitic A9e and retrieval of the pa9e was surprisin9lLf 

swi~. All the codes were alreadLf in place, so I moved quicklLf - spaceship, 

oasis, blue pa9e, portal, Mazerunner, back throu9h the maze to the MLfst 

book, then back here to the librarlf a9ain. 

It was worth it. I put the pa9e in the blue book. Achenar seems crazlf -

9i99lin9, demandin9 his blue pa9es. He said, "Don't trust mlf brother, I be9 

LfOU ... an e9otistical fool, and a liar!" Like Sirrus, he claims he is wron9fullLf 

imprisoned. His an9er spurts to the surface wildlLf. Final statement was quite 

disconcertin9: "I will have mlf retribution!" 

I will 90 to the map next. TrLf more tower rotation, look for means of 
travel to other a9es. 

But first, I need rest. 



Umbrella Crow's Nest 

Tunnel to 

Stairs to Bookroom 
(M.Lfst Book) 

:.:ii..r-- Wooden WalkwaLf to 
Lookout Telescope 

Tunnel to Achenar's 
Bedroom 

Li9hthouse Generator 



4. THE STONESHIP AGE 

The Star Charts 
At the map, I thou9ht of the Stoneship A9e journal and its reference to 
some sort of experiment with a ship 9one awrtf I manipulated the tower 
rotation until the beam shone red on the marker at the dock. 

Then I opened the passa9e behind the bookshelf and rode up to the 
observator~. I went immediatel~ to the ''ke{ ladder behind the elevator 
and climbed to the top. A new plaque was uncovered, displa~in9 three 
moments in time. 
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I took this photo of it: 

I remembered m~ frivolous birthdate experiment earlier. These three dates 

looked ripe for star plottin9. I headed strai9ht for the planetarium. 

Turned off the li9hts, sat in the chair, pulled down the displa~ panel. I 
used the slider bars to plu9-in the first date: October 11, 1984, 10:04 AM. 

Then I pressed the ~ashin9 button. A star constellation appeared on the 
viewscreen. 
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I opened m~ photo packet and found the 
shots I 'cl. taken of the constellations sketched 

in the Stoneship A9e book. 

There it was: The Leaf 

Then I repeated the process for the other 
two cl.ates, and I 9ot the Snake and the 
Insect constellations . . . 

Now I sit here on the steps outside the planetarium. Three constellations. 
What next? 

Wait. The Pillar Switches! Of course. 
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Raising the Ship 
Somethin9 amazin9 has happened. 

But then, what part of this jou rnelf hasn't been amazin9? 

I went to each of the three pillar switches that match up to the constella
tions - Leaf, Snake, and Insect - and touched each one, turnin9 it ween 

and apparentllf activatin9 it somehow. 

LEAF 

SNAKE 

INSECT 

third pillar on the le~ 

second pillar on the ri9ht 

third pillar on the ri9ht 
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When I clicked the last switch, I suddenlLf heard a loud 9ur9lin9 and 
rushin9 of water. I spun around. The small ship in the basin had risen to the 
surf ace of the water! But that still didn't account for all the sound. Then I 
had a rare intuitive ~ash, and rushed down to the dock. 

The sunken boat was a~oat. Tilted, but a~oat. 

Incredible. 

I went aboard, stepped into the small room below the a~ deck. There, on 
a chair, sat another book. I thou9ht of Atrus's term: "Places of protection." 
This was indeed that. I opened it and watched the ~Lf bLf 

sequence of what I took to be the Stoneship A9e. 

Then I put mLf hand on the pa9e . . . and sank into 
the darkness. 

Stoneship Age 
When I emer9ed back into consciousness, I found m11self 
on the deck of somethin9 that was half wooden vessel, 
half stone fortress. Obvious how this a9e 9ot its name. 
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I stood on the boat's stern half, facin9 a dark doorwalf. It led into a rock 
wall. Inside, steps 9oin9 down. But the stairwell was nooded. Same situation 
in the stern cabin compartment-nooded nearllf to deck level. 

Planks ran off the port side to an odd, umbrella-covered crow's nest. 
More planks ran starboard to the remains of a half-sunken li9hthouse. I 

noted: Power lines ran from li9hthouse to ship. Generator? 

Stairs hewn in rock led to the other half of the ship. Another doorwalf 
into the stone fortress on this side-a9ain, nooded. A woodplank walkwalf 
led up around the rock. 

I took a couple of steps up the walkwalf, then looked down. Nearllf 
passed out. I don't like hei9hts. I decided to check out the li9hthouse and 
crow's nest first. I'll return to this nimsl(-lookin9 climb later. 

The Lighthouse 
I crossed the ricketlf 9an9plank, entered the li9hthouse. A9ain, everlfthin9 
below the exterior waterline was nooded. I noticed a thick metal kelf chained 
quite sturdilLf to the noor. Couldn't remove it. 
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Thou9ht, This is 9ettin9 frustratin9. Finall~, I tried to climb the ladder. 
But the door above m~ head was securel~ locked. I assumed ( wron9l~, it 
turns out) that the ke~ on the ~oor unlocked it. Wh~ would an~one chain a 

ke~ to the ~oor? In an~ case, I had no wa~ to 9et lock and ke~ to9ether. 

So I le~. 

Thinkin9: Ever~thin9 's comin9 to a water~ dead end, it seems. 

The Pumping Station 
Walked the plank a9ain, this time to the crow's nest. Decided it was time to 
start snappin9 photos. Here's one: 

Under the umbrella, three switches -
pump switches, looked like. Which to tr~ 

first? Bein9 ri9ht-handed, I instinctive/~ 
reached ri9ht. What the heck. The mecha

nism en9a9ed and be9an to pump furiousl~. 

I noticed water bubblin9 awa~ from the 
li9hthouse off the starboard side of the ship. 
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Back to the Lighthouse 
I hurried back. Sure enou9h, the subwater section of the li9hthouse had been 
pumped out. I went down windin9 stairs. At the bottom I found nothin9 but 
a locked chest. Couldn't open it. Mat.the that damn ket.t works here instead? 

But a9ain, how to 9et lock and ket.t to9ether? 

I was frustrated. Readt.t to break somethin9. 

Then I noticed a small spi9ot at the lower-le~ of the chest, and (more 
out of mt.t frustration than ant.tthin9) 9ave it a serious twist. Water 9ushed 
out. This 9ave me a weird, wild idea. The chest, I foured, was now full of 
air - buot.tant - so I closed the spi9ot to seal it ti9ht. 

Then I hurried upstairs, back to the pump switches, and turned the ri9ht 

switch off a9ain to re~ood the li9hthouse. Back to the li9hthouse, and there it 
was - the chest, ~oatin9 ri9ht next to the ket.t, which now reached it easilLf. I 
unlocked it, and found another ket.t inside. 

This ket.t worked in the door above me. 
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I emer9ed onto a beautiful wooden 

observation deck, 9lass on all sides. Behind 

me sat the 9enerator /'cl. suspected ma~ be 

here. I cranked it up, looked at the batter~ 

pack next to it and saw I had 9enerated 

ma~be ten minutes worth of electricit~. 
I decided it was time to suck up m~ 

coura9e. I headed back to the ricket~ walk

wa~ around the rock~ point. 

The Lookout 
Turns out the walkwa~ is a lot more solid than it looks. Whoever built these 

structures knew what the~ were doin9. At the top, I found a sin9le lookout 

telescope. 
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Sirrus's Bedroom 

I panned around awhile, until I saw a blink

in9 li9ht. Looked somehow familiar. Hadn't I seen 
somethin9 like this in a sketch? Yes. In the 

Stoneship journal back on M.~st. 

I looked closer, but could see nothin9 particu

lar about it. Notin9 here the blinkin9 li9ht's 
position of 135 de9rees, I le~ the telescope trained 

on it for future stud~ . 

Now it was time to 9et into those tunnels. 

I went back out to the crow's nest. Two other switches to tr~. Which? I 

pushed the middle one. As it fired up I went back to the boat, looked in the 

first tunnel there. Voila. No water. 

I went down a rather lon9, windin9 set of stairs. At the bottom I found a 

waterti9ht door. I pressed the button. It hissed open, revealin9 a well-pre

served bedroom. This thin9 was beautiful, quite lavish. The bedroom of one of 
the brothers? Sirrus, I 

ima9ined. He seemed a 

man of exquisite (one 

mi9ht sa~ snoot~) 
demeanor . . . and 

expensive tastes. 

But perhaps, like 

Atrus, I'm jumpin9 to 
eas~ conclusions. 

An~wa~, I wan
dered around. 
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I examined a writin9 desk, 

opened its drawer. Nothin9 of 
interest, except for s11rin9es, 

needles, a few vials of dru9s. 

Good Sirrus, a narcotics 

abuser? Ver'1 interestin9. 

I ri~ed the chest of drawers 
across the room as well. There, 

I found the red pa9e in the 
bottom drawer. 

Then it was off to the other 

tunnel, where I full'1 expected to find another bedroom. Achenar's. 

Achenar's Bedroom 
Just to be safe, I went back to the 9enerator, 9ave it numerous cranks, fired 

up ten more minutes of power. 

Then I headed down the other tunnel. No surprise - another waterti9ht 

door unsealed another bedroom. This one full of most interestin9 9ad9etr11. A 
sepulchral-lookin9 ribca9e lamp lit the room. Was this Achenar's? If so, it all 

displa11ed a prett'1 sick sense of humor. 

I found the blue pa9e on the bed: 
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I didn't take it, thou9h. R.emember, onl'1 one pa9e can be carried at a 
time. This one's easier to 9et to, so I'll come back for it later - if I can. 

I looked around a bit more. Across the room, atop a chest of drawers, sat 

a holo9ram device. When I turned it on, a beautiful rose appeared. Nice. But 
when I slid the lever across the bottom, the rose slowl'1 mutated into a 

hideous skull. 

Makes me wonder about a mind 

that can displa'1 such a thin9. Is 
Achenar disturbed? 

I looked in the drawers beneath. 

Nothin9 until I 9ot to the second 
drawer from the bottom. There I found 

a journal pa9e torn in half 
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Where's the other half? I'll deft

nitel'1 keep an e11e out for it as I 

prowess throu9h these a9es. 

The Compass Room 
On a landin9 about halfwa'1 back up 
stairs, I noticed a red square insi9nia 

on the le~ wall. I was just about to 

explore it when the li9hts went out! Had to fumble m'1 wa'1 up the dark stairs. 
I hurried out to the 9enerator in the li9hthouse, cranked it, hurried back. 

When I touched the red square, a door opened. I entered, moved down a 

lon9 crawlspace. At the end, a fabulous secret compass room. I stared at the 

windows. It was like an aquarium. Marine life wa~ed and dri~ed on the 
other side. This sealed compartment was completel'1 underwater. 

The compass itself was a thin9 of beaut'1. Buttons lined its perimeter, and 
I considered just punchin9 random numbers. But then I remembered the blink

in9 li9ht in the telescope, set at- what was it? 
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I pulled out m'1 journal, double-checked. Yes, set at 135 de9rees. 

I tried to click the correspondin9 compass button. But I hit the wron9 
one. Automatic power shutdown. Embarrassin9. Had to fumble back upstairs 
a&ain, crank up 9enerator in the li9hthouse a&ain, then return. I finall'1 set the 
compass correctl'1, pushin9 the 12th button clockwise from the north, at the 

tip of the lower ri9ht red trian9le. 

Suddenl'1 the room was ~ooded with li9ht. The source: A submersible 
lamp just be11ond the window. The ~ashin9 li9ht I saw in the telescope marks 
its position, no doubt. Then I remembered sketches of this lamp in the 

Stoneship journal back in the M11st librar'1. 

ln9enious. I know I keep repeatin9 that word. But reall'1, what else 
can I sa11? 
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The Stoneship Book Room 
It seemed like time to trlf the final pump switch. 

I went back to the umbrella crow's nest, ~ipped the le~ switch, returned 

to the boat. The stern cabin was now clear of water below deck. I went down 

an ornate stairwalf to the bookroom - like the compass room, it was lit blf 

the submersible lamp on the other side of waterti9ht windows. 
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As I approached the table in the center, the M11st book "morphed" up 

from the surface. I used it for a quick return to the M11st librar11 . 

Red Page #3 
I slipped the red pa[je into Sirrus's book. I could see and hear him better, 

thou[jh the "transmission" (or whatever it was) still faded in and out throuBh 

static. 

He spoke of beinB "freed from prison on this forBotten island of M11st. " 

His warnin[jS about his "wicked brother" and the blue pa[jes were Bettin[j more 

urBent. Called Achenar "a man of distorted mind and senses .. . he dis[justs 

me . .. do not release Achenar, his thirst for destruction is [unintelli[jible]. " 

Sirrus then mentioned two remainin[j red pa[jeS - then promised that if I 
help him I would be "weatl11 rewarded. " 

I had to sit and think about this awhile. Sirrus. Who is this Bu'1? Clearl11 

cooler, more rational than his brother. But somethin[j too slick about him. 

Too rehearsed. 

And frankl11 , his solicitation [jives me the creeps. 
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Blue Page #3 
This m~ster~ is 9ettin9 unsettlin9. 

I just can't bu~ Sirrus completel~ . I don't like Achenar - 9eez, who 

could? - but I thou9ht I should balance the input on this decision as much 

as I could. 

So I went back to the Stoneship for the blue pa9e. 

It turned out to be a bit more tedious than I thou9ht. I had to crank up 

the 9enerator once and then £30 reset the compass to 135 dewees before I 

could Bet the submersible lifjht to illuminate the book room below the ship. 

But eventuall~ I made it. 

Achenar sounded worse than ever, claiminfj now that it was Sirrus himself 

who imprisoned him in the blue book. He said I should beware his brother's 

"prett~ speech," said Sirrus is danBerous, a killer in fact. He accused Sirrus of 

trickinfj their father, then suddenl~ howled, "hideous/~ murdered our father, 

he'll murder ~ou!" 

Then more of the usual: Don't brinfj Sirrus the red pa9es, and so on -

"his weed is endless." 

lnterestinfjl~, he ends with: "You must obe~ me!" 

M~ first thoufjht: Oh ~eah? You're a book. What are ~ou 9onna do -

throw footnotes at me? 



Sunken Stairs 
to M~st Book 

Podium with code s~mbols 

R.otatin9 Fortress 

Podium with 
code s~mbols 

East Island 

South Island 

Start 



S. THE MECHANICAL AGE 

The Clocktower Code 
At the map, I reached out to the observator~ icon a9ain, this time holdin9 
on it until the beam settled red on the sunken 9ear icon at the lower-ri9ht. 

Back to the observator~. The tower 
had turned a9ain. The lookout slot 

perf ectl~ framed the sunken 9ear. 

Up the "ke{ ladder. A plaque 
now centered at the top read: 
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Clock time of 2:40? Clock. Then it hit me. I le~ the librar~, went strai9ht 
to the clock tower. 

There, I turned the 9ear wheels to set the clock to 2:40. Then I pressed 
the red button ... and a trul~ remarkable brid9e of 9ears rose from the water. 
I walked across to the clock tower door. Before enterin9, I ~ipped up the 

Marker Switch to the le~. Think I've 9ot all of them switched on now. 

I entered the clock tower. Inside, I found a 9ear & lever device with three 
numbered wheels, stacked vertical/~. Now I understood the "2, 2, 1" part of 
the ke~ messa9e. The device was current/~ set at 3, 3, 3, and resettin9 it was 
trick~ . Some experimentin9 revealed the followin9 pattern: 

PULL & RELEASE RIGHT LEVER - Moves the top two numbers 
one di9it. 

HOW DOWN RIGHT LEVER - Moves the top number once for 
ever~ full rotation of middle numbers. 

PULL & RELEASE LEFT LEVER - Moves the bottom two numbers 
one di9it. 

HOLD DOWN LEFT LEVER - Moves the bottom number once for 
ever~ full rotation of middle numbers. 

I also learned that ~ou can onl~ chan9e numbers until the counterwei9ht 
on the le~ wall hits the wound. If that happens, ~OU have to pull the lever on 
the back wall (ri9ht of the machine) to rewind and start over a9ain at 3, 3, 

3. Here's the best method I found to 9et 2, 2, 1: 

Pull & release the ri9ht lever twice. This 9ets the 2 on top. 

Hold the le~ lever down. This 9ets the 1 on bottom. Wait for the middle 2 

to rotate back around. Listen for three clicks, then release immediate/~. 

When I ftnall~ 9ot the combination ri9ht, I heard mechanical 9rindin9. 
Then, sudden/~, the small 9ear on the contraption popped open, revealin9 a 
hidden compartment. 



The Mechanical Age 

Nothin9 in it, but then I noticed its resemblance to the bi9 9ear on the 
platform b~ the dock. I remembered how the small replica ship in the basin 
modeled the behaviour of the sunken ship b~ the dock. This could be the same 

thin9. 

I hurried off to find out. 

This was, of course, the case. And in the hidden compartment of the 

lar9e raised 9ear was the book that would be m~ means of transportation to 
the Mechanical A9e. 
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I opened the book and carefull'1 observed the ~'1b'1 of the island woup. 
There was the fortress in the center, just as described in Atrus's journal, sur

rounded b'1 the circular track I'd seen in his sketches. The three hills, now 

islands, la'1 to the south, north and east. 

I made mental note of the la11out as I touched the book and thus arrived 

at m'1 destination. 

The Mechanical Age 
I returned to consciousness facinB another huBe, open Bear. As I backed awa'1 

from it, I could see that I was on the south island, connected b'1 wa'1 of a 

bridBe to the main fortress in the center. 

Next to the Bear was some kind of control panel with a four-s11mbol code 

access. I surmised that to return to M11st, I would have to discover the code 

somewhere on this metallic, circumscribed world. Next to the panel was a 

wooved. sheet of metal, surrounded b'1 railinBs. Probabl'1 the hidden stairwa'1 

(now raised and locked) that I'd seen sketched in Atrus's Mechanical journal. 
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Sirrus's Room 
I crossed the brid9e to the fortress. Two hallwa11s. I went le~ first, and ended 
up in Sirrus's room. Neat, 9leamin9, as usual. Refined taste. 

His 9ad9ets and to11s were pristine, clever, perfect. I stood at his chair, if 
LfOU could call it that. More like the throne of a sun 9od. 

I could just picture this kid. 

Then I noticed a sli9htl11 recessed metal panel just to the ri9ht of the 
chair, near the ~oor, almost hidden bit han9in9 tapestr11. When I pushed it, it 
opened into a secret back room. 

This place was a treasure trove. Full of 9old, wines, and other valuables. I 

found the red pa9e tucked amon9st 9old bars and coins in a chest at the back 
le~ corner of the room. 

I also found a most interestin9 note from Achenar, scrolled and tucked in 

a slot on the ri9ht side of the wine rack. 
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Achenar's Room 
Achenar's room, as / 'd come to expect, proved quite a contrast. 

Weapons strewn about - maces, axes, crossed swords. A chillin9 death's 

head mask on the wall. But, most interestin9 (and actuallLf useful) was the 

holo9ram "practice" device that Atrus had spoken of in his journal - a 

Fortress Rotation Simulator. 
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A~er calibratin9 itself, the simulator was read~. I pla~ed with it awhile. It 
seemed to have the same directional sound indicators as the Mazerunner in 

the Selenitic A9e. Each sound let me know the simulated fortress was full~ 
rotated to N, S, E, or W: 

N small clink 

5 dull clank 

w bird chirp 

E air brake sound 

Finall~, I went back to explorin9 the room. Le~ of Achenar's blue throne, 
I found a recessed panel marked b~ a ~ellow line. Just like the one in Sirrus's 

room. I 9ave it a push, and it easil~ opened into another secret room. 

More &risl~ stuff. A butcher's cleaver on a bloodstained wooden cuttin9 

block. A desk that slid open to reveal a rottin9 skull. A shelf full of bottles and 
vials marked as poison. 

Beneath the shelf, I found the blue pa9e. 

I le~ it for a return trip. Before 
leavin9, I checked out the steel-bar 

ca9e in the room. I couldn't resist 

it - I had to ~ip the switch. I felt a 

tin9le as a ~ash of electricit~ crackled 
throu9h the bars! Wow. Gruesome. 
Givin9 me still more cause to wonder 

about the mental state of Achenar. 
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The Elevator 
A back hallwa~, I discovered, connected the two rooms. Halfwa~ down was a 

small corridor. At the head, a red button. At the far end, some sort of 

9lassed-in compartment. M~ 9uess: An elevator. 

But I could see no wa~ to activate it, or even 9et in. I headed back to the 

red button, noticin9 the wooved ~oor. I had a hunch that this was another 

one of Atrus's trademark hidden staircases. 

I pushed the red button. Bin90. The ~oor dropped into stairs, leadin9 to 
a control room. 
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I took the control lever. A 9entle push, ancl the central hub be9an to 
rotate. When it stopped, it clicked - ancl I noticed that the indicator at the 

le~ of the lever hacl chan9ecl. A couple more quick pushes ancl /'cl lined up the 
openin9s in the pair of concentric circles on the indicator. 

As theLf ali9necl, theLf turned reel. 

ObviouslLf, I 'cl activated somethin9. 

I went back upstairs, pushed the reel button to re-raise the ~oor. Then I 
heaclecl clown the corridor to the compartment. It was now open. lncleecl, an 
elevator. I entered ancl pressed the clown-arrow button. Buzzzz! Nothin9 . 
Then I pressed the miclclle button. The elevator went halfwaLf up between 
~oors - then stopped. So I pressed the up-arrow button. 

Up I went. At the top, I hopped out, looked around. Nothin9 but the 
elevator. 

I 9ot back in ancl pushed the miclclle button a9ain. This time it beeped six 
times (a timer, I wonclerecl?), then the elevator clroppecl clown halfwaLf 

between ~oors ancl stopped a9ain. lnterestin9. I pushed the up-arrow button 
a9ain. When the elevator doors opened, I pushed the miclclle button, hurried 
out, ancl turned around. 

The elevator clroppecl 
half waLf, revealin9 a control 

panel exactlLf like the holo
[jfam device I 'cl plaLfecl with 
in Achenar's room. This 

obviouslLf was the real thin9, 
however. It's the mechanism 
that rotates this fortress, 

linkin9 the entrLf ramp with 
the three other islands 

around the perimeter. 
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It took a lot of tr~in9 and finessin9, but I finall~ 9ot the fortress facin9 the 
north island. I pressed the red button, stepped back as the elevator rose, then 
rode it down. 

The footbrid9e now con
nected to the f orbiddin9 
concrete slab of the north 

island. The onl~ thin9 there 
was a metal plate atop a 
pedestal made of 9ears. On 
the plate, two icons. I reco9-
nized them from the control 
panel on the south island. 

Their position to the le~ of 
the plate led me to assume 
these were the first two icons 

of the exit code. 

I returned to the fortress rotation controls to connect the brid9e to the 
east island next. A side note: On the wa~ back to the elevator, I passed 
throu9h Sirrus's room a9ain. Since the view was differ-

ent, I took another peek throu9h his sp~9lass. 

Here's what I saw: 

Whose skeleton is han9in9 from 
the mast? 

And equall~ to the point: Wh~ does 
Sirrus have it fixed in his sp~9lass? 

An~wa~, as I said, I headed back up to 
the control room, and 9ot the fortress rotated 
to the east island. Then I went back out, and 
found an island much like the first I'd explored. 
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Another pedestal showed me the second pair of icons that I needed. 

I had the code, but I needed to enter it in the control panel on the south 

island. So, back up to the control room. 

I 9ot the fortress rotated back south a9ain, and hurried out. 

When I 9ot to the control panel, I entered the code sequence. 

The metal platform (as /'cl 9uessed) dropped into a stairwa11, revealin9 a 

passa9e to an underwound room. 

I went down . . . and there sat the M11st book. 
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Red Page #4 
Sirrus was most pleased with me. Gee, I can't tell LfOU how that made me feel. 

He said, "With each pa9e I can see more clearlLf .. . soon I will be free of 

this horrid prison, this book." He explained that there was onlLf one remainin9 

a9e to explore. Then he 9ot to work on Achenar a9ain. Said; "MLf brother is 

demented, he is 9uilt11 . . . took advanta9e of the freedom father had 9iven us 

. . . do not retrieve the blue pa9es, he will destroLf both m11self and LfOU as he 

destro11ed other pa9es of M11st! " 

Sirrus asserted that if I set Achenar free I would never escape him. "You 

will see that I am innocent and he is 9uiltLf." Then, as before, he offered me 

9reat rewards for comin9 down on his side and settin9 him free. 

I still don 't trust this BULf. 

Blue Page #4 
MLf return trip to the Mechanical A9e was swi~, since no fortress rotation 

was necessarLf to pick up Achenar's blue pa9e. When I returned with it, 

Achenar seemed more whacked-out than ever. At one point he pleaded, 

"Sirrus is 9uiltLf, do not release him ... he will destroLf me, just as he 

destroLfed - " Static, unf ortunatelLf, cut off the last word. 

Achenar claims he was "an innocent blfstander," and assumes that I've 

alreadLf observed Sirrus's unbridled lust for riches. He saLfS Sirrus tricked oth

ers into believin9 that Achenar murdered his father! Now he's condemned to 

imprisonment in the book. 

His final, pathetic howl - "/cannot bear it here for eternitL[!" - seemed 

9enuine enou9h. But I can't salf I'm even remotelLf convinced that his storlf 

is true. 

Now, there should be onlLf one a9e le~ to explore. Channelwood will be 

mLf next destination. 



6. THE CHANNELWOOD AGE 

The Tree Elevator 
Back in the librar11, I thou9ht about the Channelwood A9e as described in 
Atrus's journal. A place of weat forests and tree-dwellers. I went over to 
the island map. B11 now it was prett11 clear-four a9es, four "ke11s" to 

reachin9 them. Durin9 tower rotation, onl11 four Marker Switch locations 
on the map prompted the holo9raphic beam to turn red. The three I'd tried 
so far had revealed a "ke11" plaque in the tower. Onl11 one remained. 

I rotated the tower until the beam turned red over the Marker Switch 
location at the lo9 cabin. 
But I looked closer. I hadn't 

noticed before - it was not 

precisel11 on the cabin itself 
An icon for somethin9 
behind the cabin activated 
the red beam. 

I remembered the 9iant 
tree, the platform. But how 
did it work? 

I hurried up to the 
tower, climbed to the view

in9 slot. The slot indeed 
framed the tree. 
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lnterestin9. But the cabin had to be part of the puzzle, too, it seemed. I 

went to the "ke{ ladder, anxious to see what clue it mi9ht provide. Here's the 

plaque I saw at the top: 

Next, I went to the tree. A close exploration revealed nothin9 but a tree, a 

platform - no buttons, no code mechanisms. Nothin9. I went in the cabin, 

stared at the furnace, the pressure compartment. The pilot ~ame box. The 

9au9e. Nothin9 aaain. 

I turned to 90. 

And there it was. The 

safe! Of course. A three-num

ber combination, starin9 me in 

the face. I quickl~ entered the 

ke~ code numbers on the com

bination lock. 

Inside - a book of 
matches! 
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I opened the matchbox, took a 
match, then struck it on the box ~int. It 
leptto ~ame. Then I turned to the bot

tom le~ of the furnace and lit the pilot 
li3ht - a small "fellow spot on the 
square openin3 there. FinallLf, I pulled 

on the ri3ht side of the wheel, and 3ave 
it 10 or 12 3ood clockwise cranks until 
it wouldn't turn anLfmore. 

That 3ot the ~ame burnin3 
bri3htlLf. 

I mmediatelLf, I heard odd boomin3 sounds as the 3au3e showed the pres
sure build up. The loud sounds seemed to be comin3 from out back. I rushed 
out to the 3iant tree. Ever'1thin3 seemed the same, until I looked up. About 
100 feet off the 3round was a door carved into the trunk- a tree elevator! 

But now, how to 3et it back down? 

ObviouslLf, I had to turn off the 3as. 
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I went back into the cabin and did just that, '1ankin9 counterclockwise 

until the fire died. lmmediatel'1, more boomin9 sounds. I strolled out to the 
base of the tree, but as I approached I saw the door drop into the 9round. I 
missed it! 

So I had to repeat the process. But this time I hurried out at the ver'1 

instant the furnace name died, then headed strai9ht for the tree platform. I 

waited until the open door dropped to around level. 

I hopped in the elevator door just in the nick of time, and rode down to 

an under9round room. There, I found the Channelwood passa9e book l'1in9 

on a stump. I opened it, and was on m'1 wa'1. 

Channelwood Age 
I found m'1self on an amazin9 series of wooden walkwa'1s suspended above 
water. Trees ever'1where, risin9 from the water. As I be9an to explore, I 

noticed a s'1stem of interconnected pipes runnin9 alon9 most of the walkwa'1s. 
lJ.stenin9, I could hear nothin9 nowin9 throu9h them. A quick look around 
made it obvious to me that a map would be necessar'1, so I'll start one here. 
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Channelwood Lower Level Walkways 

Windin9 Staircase 

Elevator to 2nd Level 

Telescopin9 Pipe 

Pipe Mechanism 

Windmill 
(inside: spi9ot) 

Brid9e raisin9 
Mechanism 
(pipe stops here) 
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In the distance I saw a twirlin9 windmill. I worked m~ wa~ to it prett~ 
easil~ - all the pipes and pathwa~s seemed to lead there. 

I entered the structure. Explored. Saw that it was pumpin9 water up from 

the surroundin9 bod~ of water into a lar9e tank. I noticed a spi9ot down at 
the base of the tank. I ft9ured that openin9 it would let water ~ow throu9h 
the pipe s~stem below. 
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I twisted the spi9ot counterclockwise. Water 9ur9led down the pipes 
behind me. 

I followed the path back down. But now I could hear water bubblin9 all 

the wa~ to the first fork in the walkwa~. There, I examined what looked like a 
switchin9 device: Yellow dots in a Y-split, with a metal switch I could ~ip 
back and forth to cover one branch of the Y or the other. 

When I walked down the le~ fork, in the direction of the uncovered ~ell ow 
dots, I could hear the water in the pipes. But when I went down the other fork, 

the one blocked b~ the switch, I could hear no water in the pipes. I ~ippea the 
lever on the device. Now the opposite was true. Yes, it '.s a routin9 switch. 

Up ahead to the ri9ht, I saw a winain9 staircase. I routed the water to 
the ri9ht, down that path. As I approached, I noticed that the water pipe 

ended at some kind of h~araulic mechanism. 

Ana it hit me - this pipin9 s~stem doesn 't just provide runnin9 water in 
Channelwooa. It's a power source! 

Ever~thin9 here runs on water power. 
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Unfortunatel11, power or no, I could find no wa11 to open the door at the 

bottom of the staircase. Apparentl11, it can onl11 be opened from the inside. 

I headed back to the first fork, then sat down to update the journal. 

That's where I am now as I write these words. From here, I can see some kind 

of crude rope-operated elevator ahead. 

Lookin9 up, I can see an interconnected s11stem of huts in the treetops. 

ML/ next 9oal: I want to 9et up into that second level. 

Well, I 9ot m11 wish. I'm sittin9 in a treehouse. 

I feel like a kid a9ain. Lookin9 around, kickin9 

m11 feet. I could almost enjoL/ this place. Too bad 

I've 9ot the treacher11 and betra11al of a d11sfunc

tional familL/ to deal with. 

Here's how I 9ot here. 

Back at the first fork, I rerouted water to the 

le~. Then I worked m11 wa11 to the elevator, routin9 

the water ri9ht three more times until it piped into 

the elevator mechanism. 

I 9ot in, closed the door, pulled the handle, and rode to the second level. 

I stepped out into an amazin9 

but deterioratin9 treehouse com

plex. One 9Lance around reminded 

me of the sketch in the 
Channelwood journal. I retrieved 

it from m11 photo pouch. 

A little exploration showed 

me that this indeed was a map of 
this second level. Here it is: 
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I have to admit that I did a lot of wanderin9 around. I eventualllf worked 

mlf walf over to the windin9 staircase. Fairllf easlf, usin9 the map. Next to it, 

an elevator to a third level! I was momentarilLf excited. 

But then I remembered: I had to direct water awalf from this elevator's 

power mechanism at the bottom of the windin9 staircase in order to 9et power 

to the other elevator. Can't power both at the same time! Bi9 problem. If I 

could use the windin9 stairs, then I wouldn't need the other elevator. But 

that, of course, is another problem. 

The door leadin9 down to the wound is locked. 

Good news! 

I examined the map a9ain. 

Noticed a dotted line runnin9 

from the windin9 staircase to 

one of the huts. On a hunch, I 

went to that hut and found a 

small red switch. 

I went toward the switch, 

noticin9 that the view looked 

across at the windin9 staircase. 

When I threw the switch, the second-level staircase door opened! Usin9 the 

map, I worked mlf walf back over to the stairs, went down, and threw open 

the lower-level door from the inside. Then I walked out to the first fork in the 

pipes and switched the water ~ow toward the staircase. 

I believe I'm now readlf to take the third level. 

This brother situation 9ets creepier blf the minute. 

The third level, it turns out, contains the rooms of Sirrus and Achenar. 

Here's what I found. 
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Windin9 Stairs 

Elevator to 3rd Level 

Switch (opens door 

to windin9 stairs) ----
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Achenar's Bedroom 

Achenar's "Toi( room 

Sirrus's R.oom 
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Achenar's Rooms 
The first thin9 I came to was an eer11, paint-splattered hut with a metallic 

door. The door swun9 open easilL/, I stepped inside . .. and 9ot the fri9ht of 
m11 life. Suddenl11, an ima9e of Achenar appeared in midair. Sa11in9 some

thin9 u9l11 and menacin9. Guttural forei9n ton9ue. 

I remembered that, in the Channelwood A9e book, Atrus mentioned how 

his sons had learned the tree-dweller's lan9ua9e quickl11. OK, fine . But this 
room, man. Downri9ht demonic decoratin9. Ritualistic candles, eerie masks. 

And more of those eccentric and even dan9erous to11s. Dark and disturbed 

mind here. I'm trulL/ be9innin9 to wonder about Achenar and the blue 

pa9es - do I dare free this sick loon? 

I followed the footbrid9e further to Achenar's bedroom, where I found the 

last blue pa9e. 
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It sat next to another holo9ram device with four buttons. The first two 

from the le~ tri99ered more odd, menacin9 messa9es from Achenar. The third 

brou9ht up the same messa9e I'd seen when enterin9 his room. But the button 

on the ri9ht 9ave me another surprise - Sirrus! 

His ima9e said: "I hope I pushed the ri9ht button. VerLf interestin9 device, 

brother. I'm not erasin9 anL(thin9 important, am I? (evil lau9h) He is . .. 

preparin9. R.emember, take onlLf one pa9e. " 

What the hell does that mean? 

These [jULfS trulLf belon9 in a book. 

On the waLf back toward the elevator, I peeked back in the first room. 

Sure enou9h, the holowam tri99ered there now was that of Sirrus. 

Sirrus's Room 
As I returned to the elevator, I noticed a walkwaLf branchin9 around it to the 

ri9ht. I followed it to Sirrus 's bedroom. As usual, the place was first class, 

except for a few emptLf wine bottles strewn about. 

I found the final red pa9e in the desk drawer on the le~, the one beneath 

the window view of the windmill. 
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I found some other interestin[J artifacts, too. 

The bed rested on a pedestal which contained two drawers. In the le~ 

drawer I found a deadlLf-lookin[J da88er. In the other drawer, more emptLf 

wine bottles - I thou[Jht of the dru8s I'd found back on the Stoneship. And 

underneath them was the other half of the torn journal pa8e I'd found in 

Achenar's Stoneship bedroom. 

I pulled out the other one, then put them to8ether to Bet this messa8e: 

Marker Switch Vault Access 
Island of Myst 

The vault is located in verLf plain view on the 

Island of MLfst, and access can be achieved 

verLf easilLf if these simple instructions are 

followed. First, locate each of the Marker 

Switches on the island. Turn ever"! one of 

these switches to the "on" position. Then [JO 

to the dock and, as a final step, turn the 

Marker Switch there to the "off" position. 
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Now it's decision time. Which pa9e, red or blue, 9oes back to MLfst? 

Neither one seems ri9ht. So I'll do what anLf thinkin9 man would 

do - ~ip a coin. 

Tails. Achenar wins. 

I le~ the red pa9e where it was. 

Gettin9 back, however, is provin9 somewhat trickLf. 

I knew there must be a return book somewhere. I ft9ure the far 

elevator - the one I'd seen at the far end of Channelwood - has to be mLf 

passa9e to the MLfst book. 

But directin9 water power to it will require some work. 

The Hidden Bridge 
OK. It took hours of trial, error, and mappin9. But here's what I eventuallLf 

came up with: 

First, I went down the windin9 staircase and out to the first fork. There I 

directed the water le~. I did the same at the next switch. The next le~ fork, 

however, led to a dead end, so I directed water ri9ht. 

The next fork had no switch, 

so I went le~, comin9 to what 

seemed like another dead end. 

But I pulled the handle on a 

mechanism there. A hidden 

brid9e rose from the water. VerLf 

Atrus desi9n. 

I took this shot as it was 

happenin9: 

UnfortunatelLf, the water 

pipes end here. Now what? 
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The Telescoping Pipe 
Success! It took some doin9, but it 9ot done. 

Here's how: 

From the hidden brid9e, I kept 9oin9 to the far elevator. Its water pipes 

came in from a different direction. I followed the pipes until the~ ended at a 

disconnected section of pipe. For a moment, I felt panic. Was I stranded 

here? The sound of bird chirps was alread~ drivin9 me craz~. A lifetime here 

would turn me into - I don't know, ma~be Achenar. 

But then I noticed a crank on the pipe below me. 

I turned it. A section of pipe be9an to telescope across the 9ap, connect

in9 to the pipe on the other side. 

I was so excited, I snapped a shot of this in pro9ress: 
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The ke~ now was to direct water power across this section of pipe to the 
far elevator, then hopefull~ punch m~ ticket to M~st. I went back to the first 
Y fork, consulted m~ map, then redirected the water in this order - le~, 

ri9ht, ri9ht, then le~. 

This sent the water down across the telescoped pipe. I used m~ map a&ain 
to 9et around to the far elevator, rode it up ... and there, indeed, was the 

M~st book waitin9 for me at the top. 

Blue Page #5 
I put the last blue pa9e in Achenar's book and braced m~self for the worst. 

He appeared on the pa9e, but did not leap at m~ throat from the book as 
I half-expected. Instead I learned that there was still another pa9e, hidden in 

a secret compartment that I could reach throu9h the Librar~ fireplace . Of 
course, he spat some more invective a&ainst Sirrus. True brother/~ love. Wow. 

Keep these 9u~s awa~ from Philadelphia. 

Finall~, he told me about the Pattern Book on the middle shelf of the 
librar~, which I'd alread~ discovered. It contains a pattern-number 158, he 
said - that I can enter on the door of the fireplace. This will 9et me to the 
secret chamber. 

Not read~ to full~ trust such a certified candidate for institutionalization, 
I've decided to do as I've done in the other a9es - return to Channelwood for 
the other brother's pa9e. 

I like to experience the full spectrum of hatred before I make these kinds of 
decisions. 

The Tree Elevator 
Well, I'm back. It was indeed quick. B~ now I've 9otten prett~ adept at mov
in9 around in the odd lo9ic of this world. So, ~es, the task was completed 
with a certain alacrit~ . 
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(Geez, I'm be9innin9 to write like these 9u11s talk.) 

A side note, thou9h: On the wa'1 to Channelwood, the adolescent in me 
had to pla'1 in the redwood elevator just a bit. I'd noticed another pressure 

valve wheel down in the book room. I twisted it clockwise, and quickl'1 hopped 

in the door. 

Soon I was a hundred feet hi9h, enjo11in9 the panoramic view. Here's a 

shot of what I saw: 

To 9et back down, I held in the button b'1 the door. Loud hiss, steam 

releasin9. Unfortunatel'1, this control onl'1 9ot me to wound level. I had to 
hop back in the cabin, turn the pressure wheel down, then hurr'1 back out and 

hop in the elevator a9ain. 

Back down to the book room. 

Then off to Channelwood. 
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Red Page #5 
This time, I needed onl~ one water pipe switch. On arrival, I went to the first 

valve and directed. water ri9ht, toward the wind.in& stairs. Then up for the red 

pa9e, back down the elevator and stairs, and back to the first valve, where I 

redirected. the water to the le~ a9ain. Then a quick jaunt to the far elevator, 

and up to the book room. 

Back to the M~st librar~. And another scintillatin9 exchan9e with Sirrus. 

OK, Sirrus is clearl~ saner in a literal sense - doesn 't drool, 9i99le like an 

idiot, and so on. But I don 't know. I read somewhere that we share the same 

basic brainstem with lizards. Listenin9 to this 9u~ trips some little lizard alarm 

in me: Dan9erf Dan9er! His melodramatic "debt of watitud.e" 9ives me a 

chill, and his overbaked. protestations of innocence are startin9 to anno~ me. 

Lke Achenar, he 9ave me the back stor~ - his version, of course. He 

ripped his brother for a while, then directed. me to pattern 158 and the fire

place. He, too, warned me not to touch either the ween book or the blue 

pa9e. Ver~ interestin9. 

Before tr~in9 the secret fireplace chamber, however, I wanted to check out 

the Marker Switch Vault Access mentioned. in the now-combined. halves of the 

tom journal pa9e. 





7. ENDGAME 

Marker Switch Vault 
As far as I knew, I'd turned on all of the Marker Switches on the Island of 
M11st. So I headed strai9ht for the dock switch and ~ipped it off. A front 
compartment swun9 open. 

Inside, a white pa9ef 

Now what? I scoured mLf journal, lookin9 for anLf mention of a white 
pa9e. Nothin9. What does this mean? 

I took the pa9e and returned to the librarLf . 
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The Fireplace Passage 
So I'm sittin9 here in a brick chamber, ruminatin9 on the decision of mlf life. 

Some fresh air would be nice. OK, the fireplace is spotless, like everlfthin9 
else in MLfst. But I'm chokin9 on the dust of this decision - because frankllf, 
I don't trust either of these [jULfS. I don't bulf their stories, don't like their atti

tudes. Don't like their facial hair. 

But I'm jumpin9 ahead. Let me quickllf describe how I 9ot here: 

First, I went to the bookshelf (as instructed) and pulled out the Pattern 

Book. I ~ipped to pa9e 158 and snapped a photo. Then I went in the fire
place, pushed the red button, and entered the pattern code on the door: 

I pushed the button a9ain. Gears en9a9ed, mechanisms kicked in. 
Another MLfst moment. I was transported to a secret chamber, just as both 
brothers had described. There, indeed, sat the last red and blue pa9es. Also 
the dreaded Green Book, about which both brothers had f erventllf warned 
me. So this is it. 



Endgame 

All of it comin9 down to a simple question: 

Who do I.JOU trust? 

MLJ answer: Nobodl.j . 

OK, so mal.jbe it's not so weat to be Cl.jnical bl.j nature. But in this case it 

paid off bi9 time. 

That's ri9ht; red or blue? I chose neither. 

I followed an instinct which told me that if these two 9u1.js, Sirrus and 

Achenar, are tellin9 me; "Don't touch the Green Book!" -then that's exactll.j 

what I should do. I opened it. 

And there, on the livin9 pa9e, sat none other than Atrus himself. 

He told me he is in a place called Dunnl.j . Then he told his storl.j. He 

spoke of the books he writes, books that link him to fantastic places. Said it's 

"an art I learned from m'1 father man'1 '1ears a90. " He mentioned the red and 

blue books, actuall'1 written as traps for areedl.J explorers. Which led him to 
his bol.JS, their abuse of privile9e, their dreams of riches and power. He seemed 

9enuinel1.j sad at the betral.jal. 
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~· . If:,' 

~- . I 

I decided I could actualltt like this man. 

Finalltt, he spoke of bein9 trapped himself, in Dunntt. A sin9le pa9e from 
his Mttst linkin9 book was missin9. He could not travel back to his home 
island without it. 

I correctltt assumed he meant the white pa9e I had with me. I placed mtt 
hand on the illustration in the Green Book ... and was transported to 

Dunntt, where I stood face to face with Atrus. 

I 9ave him the white pa9e. He placed it in his Mttst linkin9 book. Then he 
considered his sons, and what he must do. He placed his hand on the book, 

sattin9 he'd be back shortltt. 

When he returned, he worried about the time lost from his writin9, wor

ried that his delatt matt have alreadtt had a "catastrophic effect" on the world 
where his wife Catherine is bein9 held hosta9e. He offered me the Mttst 
librartt as a show of watitude ... then concluded with these chillin9 words: 

"I am ft9htin9 a foe much weater than mtt sons could even ima9ine." At some 
point in the future, he said, he matt need mtt assistance a9ain. 

I nodded. 



Endgame 

Finall~, he handed me the M.~st book to return to the M.~st librar~. I did 
so. And when I 9ot there, I found charred blast marks where the red and blue 
books had once sat on displa~ . 
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QUICK GUIDE TO 
MYST ISLAND 

Here's a quick walkthrough of all the steps you'll need to take to 
unlock the secrets of Myst. Keep in mind that the game does not 
have a strictly linear structure. You can explore the four Ages
Selenitic, Stoneship, Mechanical and Channelwood-in any order 
you wish. Our solution sequence was chosen arbitrarily. 

We'll start with an explanation of the Map mechanism in the 
Library. Understanding how the Map works is the key to unlocking 
the other wonders of Myst, including travel to the four Ages. 

Important: Please read the following section about the Map first! 
Much of the Walkthrough is based on the assumption that you 
know how the Map works. 

About the Map in the Library 
Each time you activate a Marker Switch (i.e., flip up its handle) on 
the Island, a corresponding icon is activated on the Map in the Myst 
Library. When you approach the Map, these activated icons light 
up. You can then use the Map to rotate the observation tower to 
view the island landmarks represented by each icon. This rotation 
reveals important clues inside the tower. 
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Here 's how the Map works: 

1. First, activate the Marker Switches at these four locations on 
the island: dock, sunken gear, spaceship, and log cabin. (You 
need to turn on all eight Marker Switches to complete Myst, 
but these four are the only ones necessary for transportation to 
other Ages.) 

2 . Go to the Map. Click & hold on the tower icon (flashing con
centric circles) at the Map's far right. This activates a white 
beam which swings in an arc around the Map. 

3. Notice that the beam turns red when it passes over the four 
icons that correspond to the four locations mentioned previ
ously. Release the mouse button when the beam turns red-for 
example, over the spaceship icon. You'll hear the tower rotate 
until the viewing slot faces the location represented by the icon 
on the Map-in this case, the spaceship on its launch pad. 

4. Now approach the bookshelf painting (to the left of the book
shelf) and click on it. When the secret passageway appears 
behind the bookshelf, follow it to the elevator. 
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5. Click on the elevator door to close it, then click on the blue but
ton that reads "Library. " This takes you up to the tower. Click 
on the door again to open it. 

6. If you want, you can climb the ladder 
directly in front of you. You'll see that the 
viewing slot now frames the location 
you designated on the Map. (Again, in 
this example, the spaceship.} 

7. Go around behind the elevator and climb 
the "key" ladder (i.e ., the ladder marked 
with the key inscription). At the top, 
you'll find a plaque inscribed with a clue. 

Now you need to figure out what the clue 
means, where and how it can be implemented, 
and so on. For more on each of the four clues 
you '11 find in the tower, read the rest of this 
walkthrough. 

The First Ladder 

The Elevator 

The Key Ladder 
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The Object of Myst 
Overall, your goal is to uncover the story of Atrus and his sons, Sirrus 
and Achenar, then decide who is telling the truth , who is lying, who 
should be set free . 

More specifically, you need to: 

1. Bring the red and/ or blue pages from each Age back to the 
Library, place them in their respective books, and view mes
sages from Sirrus and Achenar. Ultimately, you must choose 
freedom or continued imprisonment for each brother. 

2. Find and combine the two halves of a torn journal page in 
order to gain access to the Marker Switch Vault on Myst Island. 

3 . Discover the access code to a secret compartment in the 
Library, where you will make your final decisions. 

About Red and Blue Pages 
Each Age holds one red page and one blue page. One of your pri
mary goals, as mentioned above, is to bring them back. But note: 
Only one page can be carried at a time. If you're already holding the 
red page and try to pick up the blue page, the red page will automati
cally transport back to where you found it. 

So in order to get both pages, you'll have to bring one back to 
Myst Island, then make a return trip to the Age to get the other one. 
This isn't particularly difficult, however. Once you've solved a puzzle 
in Myst, it stays solved. For example, if you've entered a code into a 
portal mechanism, it will still be entered upon your return. 

You don't need to bring both pages back from every Age in order 
to complete the game. If you decide after the first viewing that you 
want to help only Sirrus and not Achenar, you can bring back only the 
red page from each Age. Or vice-versa. But in order to get the final 
clue, you'll need to bring all of the red pages OR all of the blue pages. 
You can't just bring two red pages and two blue pages, for example. 
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About the Dimensional Imager 
In the forechamber behind the recessed door in the dock, you'll dis
cover a device called a Dimensional Imager. You don't need to find 
the Imager to complete the game, but it's kind of fun to play with. 
The control panel is on the wall by the exit. Click on the button at the 
upper left to open the front cover. You can enter each of the three 
codes listed on the cover of the panel ( 40, 4 7, 6 7) and view those 
images by pressing the button on the front of the Imager itself. 

If you read the note that Atrus left for Catherine on the lawn by 
the Planetarium (hard to miss), you know that you can view an addi
tional 3-D image if you enter the number of Marker Switches on the 
island into the control panel. You can 
wander around the island counting 
the switches, or you can read the next 
few words in which we tell you that 
the correct number is "8." 

Enter "08" into the Imager and 
meet Atrus. 

Myst Island Locations 
The first thing you should do upon 
arriving in Myst is explore, turning on 
Marker Switches wherever you find 
them. Here 's a quick list of the impor
tant locations on the island. Locations 
with Marker Switches are noted. 
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The Dock Marker Switch 

The Dock 
Marker Switch here. No exploration necessary. This is where you 
begin the game. Note the sunken ship to the right and the door 
recessed into the retaining wall to the left. 

The Dock Forechamber 
This chamber lies behind the recessed door at the dock. It contains 
the Dimensional Imager. 

The Sunken Gear 
Marker Switch here. Straight ahead up the steps from the dock. 
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The Sunken Gear 
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The Planetarium 
Marker Switch here. Up the stairs from the 
dock, first building on the right. 

The Library 
Up the stairs from the dock, second building 
on the right. 

The Library 

The Observation Tower 

The Planetarium 

Sits on the peak behind the Library. You can only get to it via an ele
vator found at the end of a secret passageway in the Library. 

The Spaceship 
Marker Switch here. Down a ramp on a platform to the left of the 
Library. Note the Breaker Tower (with breaker switch at the top of its 
ladder) to the left of the ramp. 
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The Spaceship 

The Pillar Garden 
Marker Switch here. This is the path leading straight away from the 
entrance of the Library. Objects of interest-the basin with the ship 
model, and the inscribed markers at the base of each pillar. 

The Pillar Garden and Ship 
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The Generator Cave 
Marker Switch here. This is the brick struc
ture further down the path, just past the 
Pillar Garden. Downstairs is the generator 
room. Note the Breaker Tower (with 
breaker switch at the top of its ladder) just 
to the right of the structure. 

The Log Cabin 
Marker Switch here. 
The cabin is hidden in 
trees down the left side 
the path, not far from 
the Generator building. 

The Generator 

The Log Cabin 
The Giant Tree Platform 
Behind the Log Cabin, to the right. 

The Clocktower 

The Clocktower 
Marker Switch here (though 
you can't actually reach it 
until you find the clock
tower access code.) Sits 
offshore at the end of the 
path leading away from the 
Library. Note the control 
mechanism on the shore. 

The Tree Elevator 
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Getting from Myst Island 
To the Selenitic Age 

1. Activate the Marker Switch next to the the Spaceship (if you 
haven 't already) , then return to the Library. 

2 . In the Library, go to the book
shelf. Click on the blue book that 
sits tilted on the middle shelf, then 
turn to the page with the key
board sequence. Copy down the 
sequence. 

3 . Now go to the Map. 
Click and hold on the 
tower icon until the 
beam rotates and "locks 
on" (turns red) over the 
Spaceship icon. 

4. Go to the observatory 
tower. (If you don't 
know how yet, ref er 
back to About the Map 
in the Library.) The 
lookout slot should be lined up to 
view the Spaceship. 

5 . Go behind the elevator and climb 
the ladder with the "key" insignia. 
The plaque at the top should read 
"59 volts." 

6 . Go to the generator cave. There 
are ten generators. Each can be turned on/off by clicking on 
one of the buttons (two rows of five) on the control panel. 
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Note: Each generator has a different voltage. You need to activate a 
combination of generators whose voltage adds up to 59 volts in order 
to power up the Spaceship. 

7 . If you select a combination that adds up to more than 59 volts , 
you trip a breaker switch which cuts power to the Spaceship 
(measured on the control panel's right gauge) to zero. If this 
happens, you'll have to go out and check the Breaker Towers 
and see which of the two switches was tripped. (The tripped 
switch will be in the down position.) Just click on the tripped 
switch to throw it back up. 

8. Of course, you can avoid tripped switches by simply pressing 
these generator buttons: 

Left Row 

one (lOv) 

three (8v) 

Right Row 

three (22v) 

four (19v) 

9. Go to the Spaceship. When you click on the door, 
it will open. Enter and go to the keyboard to the 
right. Play the five-note keyboard sequence you 
copied from the Selenitic journal in the library, and 
listen carefully. 

10. Go to the tuner at the other end of the Spaceship and enter 
the sequence in order from left to right by moving the slider 
bars. 

Note: If you don 't have great aural retention, you may have to play 
the first note on the keyboard, then go enter it on the tuner, return 
and play the second note, go back to tuner and 
enter it, and so on, until all five notes are 
entered in sequence. 

11. Pull the handle on the tuner mechanism. 
The "transport" book will appear in the 
viewscreen. 

mn~ . ,JIW~'' 
·~ 
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12. Click on the book to see an animated "flyby" of the Selenitic 
Age island. 

13. Click on the viewscreen again to be transported to the Selenitic 
Age. 

Selenitic Age 
The main puzzle here is to discover a five-sound sequence that you 
can enter into the slider-bar mechanism at the portal door. (The portal 
is the first structure you encounter after leaving the Spaceship.) Once 
you enter the correct code, you can open the door and go down to 
the Mazerunner. Here's what to do: 

1. Travel around the Age and turn on each transmitter. There are 
five in all. Each one is activated in the same way: Simply click 
on the red button beneath the golden icon on each podium. 
This switches on a nearby microphone, which picks up that 
location's sound and transmits it to a central receiver on the 
island in the middle of the lagoon. 

Tip: Each of the icons on the antenna podiums is associated with the 
particular sound at that location. It's a good idea to sketch all the 
icons, and write down a description of each associated sound. 

2. Remember to pick up a red or blue page when you find it. But 
also remember: You can bring back only one page at a time. 
To get both, you'll have to make a return trip . 

3. There are five transmitter locations in all: 

a. The Chasm. Just past the portal is a brick stairway to the left 
of the path. Follow this up to a platform over the chasm. 

b. The Oasis. From the bottom of the chasm stairs, look back 
in the direction of the Spaceship. To the left is the portal struc
ture. To the right, you'll see a worn path. Follow that path to a 
lush, green oasis. Also note: You'll find the Blue Page on a 
platform to the left of the main podium at the oasis. 
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c. The Clocktower Ruins. From the portal , follow the path past 
the chasm stairway. The clocktower will loom ahead on your 
right. 

d. The Stone Forest. Proceed past the clocktower down the 
narrow peninsula to a Y-branch. Take the right fork out to an 
offshore platform. Note: The Red Page sits atop the podium 
here. 

e. The Windtunnel. Take the left fork at the Y-branch in the 
peninsula. 

4. The wind tunnel podium sits behind an opening that looks like a 
well. After you've pressed the podium button to activate the 
microphone, go down the ladder and follow the tunnel to 
another ladder. (The switch at the bottom turns on a tunnel 
light, but you don't need it to traverse the tunnel.) Go up the 
far ladder. 

5. Click on the main antenna podium to open the steel doors. 

6. Five camera/receivers face 0 degrees each from this main 
podium. Your task is to aim them at the five transmitters on the 
island, then press the I button to get the proper code 
sequence to enter in the portal door slider mechanism. 

If you want the simple solution, skip to #7. If you want to solve 
this puzzle step-by-step, here's what to do: 

a. Click on the first button (the Oasis icon), then click on the 
arrows to swing the camera around in a 360 degree arc. Move 
in small increments, then stop and listen for the sound that cor
responds to the icon on the button-in this case, running 
water. 

b. When you get within 5 degrees of the correct alignment, the 
sound faintly appears and the appropriate directional arrow 
flashes , showing you which way to rotate the camera. 

c. When you hit the exact degree mark, the static disappears 
and the sound "locks in" clearly. 
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d. Repeat this process with the other four icon 
buttons. 

e. When you've got all five receivers aligned, press the 
L, button at the bottom. The portal code sound 
sequence will play, so jot it down in the correct order. 
Remember: The portal slider-bar mechanism relies on 
sound only. If you have poor sound memory, you 
might want to make a note describing each sound in 
the sequence. 

7. Here, for the impatient, are the proper 
camera/receiver alignments and the code sequence: 

1 Stone Forest 15.0 
2 Oasis 153.4 
3 Windtunnel 212.2 
4 Chasm 130.3 
5 Clock 55.6 

8 . Go back to the portal door and input the sounds from 
left to right in the order listed in #7 . Push the button. 
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9 . Go down the passageway to the Mazerunner rail car. Click on 
the blue button to open the door, get in the car, then sit in the 
driver's seat. 

10. Click on FORWARD to lower the Mazerunner into the maze. 
Then navigate the maze by clicking on the arrow buttons to 
select directions according to the sound cues given. (If you miss 
the cue, replay it by pressing the red button on the control 
panel.) 

Here are the sound/direction cues: 

Also note: The BACKTRACK button is "smart. " When you click on 
it, the Mazerunner automatically moves back to the last correct posi
tion on the track. 

11. Here is the correct mazerunning sequence: N, W, N, E, E, S, 
S, W, SW, W, NW, NE, N, SE and out. 

12. At the end of the maze, exit the Mazerunner. Go down the tun
nel to the Myst book. 

13. Click on the book to open it, then click on the picture of the 
library ceiling on the right-hand page. You will be returned to 
the Myst library. 
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14. OPTIONAL: After putting the page in the appropriate colored 
book and viewing the new message from the brother, you can 
return to the Selenitic Age for the other page. Simply go to the 
Spaceship again, pull the handle down, click twice on the 
viewscreen (the correct code is still loaded), exit the ship, then 
retrieve the page. Go back to the portal door (again, the code is 
already loaded) and renegotiate the maze to return again to Myst. 

Getting from Myst Island 
to the Stoneship Age 

1. Activate the Marker Switch at the Myst dock (if you haven 't 
already) , then return to the Library. 

2. Now go to the Map. Click and hold on the tower icon until the 
beam rotates and "locks on" (turns red) over the dock icon. 

3 . Go to the observatory tower. (If you don't know how yet, refer 
back to About the Map in the Library.) The lookout slot should 
be lined up to view the sunken ship. 

4 . Go behind the elevator and climb the ladder with the "key" 
insignia. The plaque at the top will display the following: 
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5. Go next to the Planetarium, sit in the chair, and pull 
down the star plotter. 

6. Enter the first date & time into the plotter, then 
press the button at the upper left. A constella
tion appears. 

7. Carefully sketch the constellation, then repeat 
the process for the other two star dates. 

8 . Go back to the Library bookshelf. Click on the blue & red book 
that sits on the far right of the top shelf, then turn to the pages 
with the constellation drawings. Match the Stoneship journal 
drawings to your sketches. 

You should find: Leaf, Snake, Insect. 
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9 . Go outside to the Pillar Garden 
and click on the Leaf, Snake 
and Insect markers. (Each 
insignia turns green when "on.") 
You'll hear a rushing of water as 
both the boat model in the basin 
and the actual boat by the dock 
rise up and float. 

10. Go down to the dock, board the 
boat, and enter the aft cabin 
compartment. You'll find the 
Stoneship Age transport book. 

11 . Click on the book to open it and 
activate the flyby animation, 

then click on the pic
ture to transport to 
the Stoneship Age. 

Stoneship Age 

1. Go to the umbrella crow's nest. The three switches there pump 
out water in various parts of the ship/island: 

RIGHT SWITCH Pumps out lighthouse 

MIDDLE SWITCH Pumps out stoneship tunnels 

LEFT SWITCH Pumps out hold in ship 's aft 
(book room) 
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2. Click on the right switch to pump out the lighthouse. Now 
enter the lighthouse. 

3. Go downstairs and click on the 
spigot at the bottom left of the 
trunk. When the water finishes 
draining from the trunk, click on 
the spigot again to shut it (making 
the trunk watertight). 

4. Now go back to the crow's nest 
and click on the middle switch to 
pump out the ship's tunnels and 
re-flood the lighthouse. 
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5 . Return to the lighthouse. The trunk is now floating next to the 
key chained to the floor. Click on the key to unlock the trunk. 
You'll find another key inside. 

6 . Take the key from inside the trunk. Climb the ladder and use 
the key to open the attic door. 

7. Upstairs you'll find a generator with a battery pack. Click and 
hold on the generator to crank it up , which recharges the bat
tery. Click on the battery to check the charge meter. The light 
will run to the top of the meter when it's fully charged, which 
gives you about ten minutes of power to explore the ship. 

8 . This next step is not 
essential , but it does 
give you a clue for a 
later puzzle. Go up the 
wooden bridge path to 
the lookout telescope. If 
you scan the horizon, 
you'll find a blinking 
light. (The light won't 
blink if you haven 't fired 
up the generator yet.) 
Note the compass direc
tion of 135 degrees. 

The Lookout 

9. Now go in the ship and explore the brothers' bedrooms. Sirrus 
bunked in the room down the stairs leading off the rear half of 
the ship, Achenar in the room off the front half. Remember: 
You can take only one page at a time. 

10. In Sirrus's room, find the red page in the bottom drawer of his 
dresser chest. 

11. In Achenar's room, find the blue page on the bed. Also dis
cover a very important clue in the chest of map drawers , 
second drawer from the bottom-half of a torn journal page. 
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Achenar' s Room 

Very important: Write down the message from the journal page! 

12. If the battery pack runs out of power while you're downstairs , 
you'll need to fumble through the dark back to the lighthouse, 
then crank up the generator again. 

13. On the way back up the stairs from either brother's 
room, you'll find a sliding panel on the first 
landing. (It 's marked by a red square.) Click 
on it to enter the secret compass room. 

14. When you reach the compass, click on 
the button corresponding to 135 
degrees. (Remember the blinking light 
in the telescope?) It 's the twelfth but
ton clockwise from due north , at the 
tip of the lower right red ray. This but
ton turns on the submersible lamp 
outside the watertight windows, lighting 
up several underwater chambers. 
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Note: If you hit the wrong button, the lights go out. Again, you'll 
have to stumble in the dark back up to the lighthouse, then fire up the 
generator. 

15. Go to the crow's nest and push the left switch to pump out the 
book room. 

16. Return to the ship and go 
downstairs into the aft 
hold. (Your way is lighted 
by the submersible lamp.) 
Click on the table in the 
book room. The Myst 
book will appear. 

1 7. Click on the book to open 
it, then click again on the 
picture to return to the Myst Library. 

18. OPTIONAL: As always, you can return for the other brother's 
page. Note: Besides pumping, you also have to crank up the 
generator and reset the compass to 135 degrees before you 
can get back down to the book room. 

Getting from Myst Island 
to the Mechanical Age 

1. Activate the Marker Switch at the giant sunken gears (if you 
haven 't already), then return to the Library. 

2. Now go to the Map. Click and hold on the tower icon until the 
beam rotates and "locks on" (turns red) over the gear icon. 

3 . Go to the observatory tower. (If you don't know how yet, refer 
back to About the Map in the Library.) The lookout slot should 
be lined up to view the giant gears. 
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4 . Go behind the elevator and 
climb the ladder with the "key" 
insignia. The plaque at the top 
will display the following: 

5. Go to the clocktower site. Use 
the wheels on the control box 
by the shore to set the clock 
on the tower to 2 :40. 

Note: Each click of the large wheel moves the clock's big hand for
ward five minutes; each click of the small wheel moves the clock's 
small hand forward one hour. 

6. Push the red button. A gear bridge will rise out of the water. 

7 . Go across the bridge to the clocktower and activate the Marker 
Switch. 

8. Go inside the clocktower. You'll see a gear & lever device with 
three numbers, set at 3 , 3 , 3. You need to reset it to 2 , 2 , 1. 

Note: Each lever, left and right, works in two different ways: 

PULL AND RELEASE RIGHT LEVER. Moves the top two 
numbers one digit. 

PULL AND HOLD RIGHT LEVER. Moves the top number 
once for every full rotation of middle numbers. 

PULL AND RELEASE LEFT LEVER. Moves the bottom two 
numbers one digit. 

PULL AND HOLD LEFT LEVER. Moves the bottom number 
once for every full rotation of middle numbers . 

Also note: You can only change numbers until the counter-weight on 
the left wall hits the ground. If that happens , reset the mechanism 
back to 3 , 3 , 3 by pulling the handle on the back wall . 
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9. To enter the correct gear numbers: Pull and release the right 
lever twice. This gets the "2" on top. Then hold the left lever 
down. When the "l " appears on the bottom, wait until the 
middle "2" rotates back around, then release immediately. 

10. Go to the giant sunken gears on the other side of the island. 
The main gear will be open, revealing a secret compartment 
with the Mechanical Age transport book. 

11. Click on the book to open it and activate the flyby animation, 
then click on the picture to transport to the Mechanical Age. 

Mechanical Age 
You begin on the South island. Notice two other islands, North and 
East. Also notice the control panel next to the giant gear. The main 
puzzle here is to discover the four-symbol combination which, when 
loaded into the control panel, gives you access to a hidden room. 

1. First, explore both the brothers' rooms. The two pages are hid
den in secret storage rooms behind the main rooms. 

2. In Sirrus's room, click on the recessed metal panel just to the 
right of the chair near the floor. The panel opens into a back 
room. 
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3. The red page is in the top chest in the 
back left corner of Sirrus's secret room. 
Also of interest: A note from Achenar, 
scrolled and tucked into the wine rack 
on the right side. 

4 . In Achenar's room, practice on the 
fortress rotation simulator before going 
into the secret room. Then click on the 
recessed metal panel (marked by a yel
low stripe) just to the left of the chair. 

5 . The blue page is beneath the shelf of 
poisonous vials and potions on the 
right side of Achenar's secret room. 

6 . Go to the back hallway connecting the 
rooms of Sirrus and Achenar and press 
the red button. 

7 . Go down to the elevator control panel. 
Toggle the lever; the control hub will 
rotate. Line up the openings in the two 
circles on the indicator at the left of the 
lever. (The circles turn red when prop
erly aligned.) 

The Blue Page 

The Red Page 

The Fortress Simulator 
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8 . Go back upstairs and press the red button again. When the 
stairs rise up, get into the elevator and push the up arrow. 

9 . When you arrive at the top floor, push the middle button, then 
hurry out. The elevator will drop, revealing the fortress rotation 
controls. 

10. The right handle controls the rotation, the left controls the 
power. Your goal here is to rotate the fortress entrance ramp to 
both the North and East islands, where you'll find the two 
halves of the access code inscribed on podiums. The controls 
are very sensitive and can be frustrating . All we can say is, 
keep trying. 

Tip: If the rotation gears start spinning wildly out of control, you can 
stop them by dropping the left "power" handle down to zero and 
pushing the right "rotation" handle all the way forward . When the 
gears stop, let the right handle back down gently. 

12. The North island has the first 
half of the code, the East 
island the second half. Be 
sure to sketch the symbols. 

13. Once you 've gotten to both 
islands, rotate the fortress 
until it links with the South 
island (with the giant gear) 
again. Go to the control panel 
and enter the four-symbol 
code-which, if you number 
the symbols in order, turns out to be 2851. 

14. Go down to the secret book chamber. Click on the Myst book 
to open it, then click on the picture to return to the Myst 
Library. 
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Getting from Myst Island 
to the Channelwood Age 

1. Activate the Marker Switch by the log cabin (if you haven 't 
already) , then return to the Library. 

2. Now go to the Map. Click and hold on the tower icon until the 
beam rotates and "locks on" (turns red) over the cabin/tree icon. 

3. Before going to the tower, 
retrieve the Channelwood 
book from the bookshelf; 
it's the green and red one 
at the far left of the top 
shelf. Open to the last page 
and copy the diagram of 
the tree hut village. Be sure 
you copy it exactly. Certain 
important details are not 
entirely obvious. 

4. Go to the observatory tower. (If you don't know how yet, refer 
back to About the Map in the Library.) The lookout slot should 
be lined up to view the giant tree behind the cabin. 

5 . Go behind the elevator and climb the ladder with the "key" 
insignia. The plaque at the top will display the following combi
nation: "7, 2, 4 ." 

6 . Go in the log cabin and enter "7, 2, 
4" into the lock on the safe. Click 
and drag the handle down to open it. 

7 . Click on the matchbox inside the 
safe. When your cursor turns into a 
hand holding a match, move it over 
the flint on the side of the matchbox 
to "light" the match. 
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8. Move the "lighted match" cursor over the small box on the bot
tom left of the furnace. This ignites the pilot light. 

9. Click & hold on the right side of the valve wheel until it won't 
turn anymore and the furnace is fully lit (about 10 or 12 cranks 
of the wheel) . This powers a tree elevator, sending it to the top. 

10. Now click & hold on the left side of the valve wheel until the 
furnace fire is extinguished. IMMEDIATELY hurry out to the 
giant tree platform-you don't have much time! 

11. When the tree elevator's door reaches ground level , click on it 
to hop in, then ride down to the underground room. There 
you'll find the Channelwood Age transport book. 

12. Click on the book to open it and activate the flyby animation, 
then click on the picture to transport to the Channelwood Age. 

Channelwood Age 
The key to this Age is understanding the water power network. You 
need to redirect water through the piping system on the lower level of 
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Channelwood in order to power different mechanisms. Simple switch
ing devices are located at almost every Y-fork in the pipes/walkways. 
To redirect the flow of water one way or the other, simply click to flip 
the switch left or right. 

Important tip: Make a map of the lower walkways as you go along. 
It will save you a lot of time. (Of course, this is a strategy guide, and 
we did include such a map on the next page.) 

1. Work your way to the wind
mill. Just keep heading toward 
it-all pipes and pathways 
lead to it. 

2. Inside the windmill , open the 
spigot at the base of the water 
tank. (Click on it; it will turn to 

the left.) You should hear Use switches to redirect water. 
water flowing louder now. 

3 . Next, redirect water to the elevator box that leads to the second 
level. At the first fork from the windmill , direct water left. Then 
follow this order at succeeding forks: right, right, right. 

4. Take the elevator to the second level. (Get in , close door, pull 
handle.) 
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5 . The sketch you copied from the Channel wood book shows this 
level as a series of interconnected huts. (So do the maps on the 
previous pages.) Your task here is to find a way to open the 
upper and lower gates to the winding staircase so that you can 
get to the second level without using the elevator. 

6. Look on the map. If you copied it correctly, you'll see that one 
hut is connected to the winding staircase by a dotted line. Go to 
this hut. (From the elevator, go straight to the first hut, then go 
right three times, then straight ahead.) In it, you'll find a red 
switch. Pull the handle on the switch. This opens the gate at 
the top of the winding staircase. 

7. Use the map to work your way to the winding staircase. Go 
down the stairs and open Oust click on) the gate at the bottom. 
Now follow the walkway back to the first fork. 

8 . At the first fork, redirect the water right. Then go back up the 
winding staircase. 

9. Get in the elevator at the 
top of the winding stair
case and take it to the 
third level. 

10. Exit the elevator and fol
low the walkbridge to 
Achenar's bedroom-it's 
the second room down 
the path. The blue page 
sits on the floor next to the hologram device. 

11. As you return to the elevator you'll see a walkbridge that runs 
to its right. Follow it to Sirrus's bedroom. The red page is in 
the drawer of the desk on the left (the one beneath the window 
that frames the windmill) . 

12. Important: Look also in the right-hand drawer in the pedestal 
under the bed. There you'll find the other half of the torn jour-
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nal page. Copy it and combine it with 
the first half that you found in 
Achenar's Stoneship bedroom. 

13. Take the elevator back down, then go 
down the winding stairs and out to 
the first fork. 

14. Power up the hidden bridge by direct
ing water at the fork switches and 
following the flowing water in the fol
lowing order (beginning with the first 
fork)-left , left, right. 

15. At what seems like a dead end, you'll see that the 
pipes lead into a mechanism. Pull its handle. The 
hidden bridge will rise out of the water. 

16. Continue down the path to the far elevator, then 
turn right and follow the other path (the one with 
water pipes) until you reach the dead end. 

17. Turn the crank to telescope the pipe across the 
gap. Now you can get water power all the way to 
the far elevator. 
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18. Go back around to the first Y-fork. Now you can power up the 
far elevator by directing water in the following order (beginning 
with the first fork)-left , right , right, left. The water should now 
be flowing across the telescoped pipe. 

19. Go to the far elevator, get in , ride up to the next level. The 
Myst transport book is just outside the door. 

20 . Click on the book to open it, then click again on the picture to 
return to the Myst Library. 

21. OPTIONAL: Again, you may want to return to Channelwood 
for the other brother's page. At the first fork, redirect water 
right so that you can take the elevator up to the third level , 
where the bedrooms are. When you get the page, simply 
return to the first fork and redirect water back left again. 

Now you can go straight to the far elevator and return to Myst. 
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Back at Myst: Endgame 
1. Listen to either brother's final message. If you've inserted all 

four Age pages, he 'll tell you about the pattern on page 158 of 
the book on the farthest right of the middle shelf. 

2. Get the book, turn to page 158, and copy down the pattern. 

3. Now it's time to open the Marker Switch Vault. Follow the 
directions from the torn journal page: Make sure all eight 
Marker Switches on the island are turned on. Then go to the 
dock and turn that Marker Switch off. Retrieve the white page 
from the open vault. 

4 . Go back to the Library. Enter the fireplace , click the button at 
the upper left, then enter the pattern on the door. Click the 
button again to ride up to the secret chamber. 

5 . When the elevator opens, move forward. Decision time! 

6 . Defy the brothers by clicking on the green book, then click on 
the picture of Atrus and listen to his message. When he 's fin
ished, click on him again to transport to Dunny. (Be sure you 
have the white page before you do this!) 
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7. In Dunny, give the white page 
to Atrus when he asks for it. 

8 . You've won! Now, if you'd 
like, you can use the Myst 
book that he offers you to 
transport back to the Myst 
Library and explore at your 
leisure. 

The Green Book 
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AN INTERVIEW WITH 

RAND AND ROBYN MILLER, 
CREATORS OF MYST 

Recently, Ruse! DeMaria, the creative director of Prima Publishing's 
Secrets of the Games series, had the chance to chat with Cyan 
game designers Rand and Robyn Miller, the creators of Myst. 

Over the course of two conversations, the brothers candidly dis
cussed Myst and its stunning success-and how their lives have 
been affected-as well as offering some tantalizing glimpses at the 
upcoming sequel, which, for now, the Millers simply refer to as 
Myst 2. 

Rusel DeMaria: How did you get the original idea for Myst? 

Rand Miller: The idea first came about because we wanted to do 
something for our age group. The idea for the game came from 
both of us, and when we started, it was purely collaborative . 

RDM: Do you find that working so closely, as brothers, makes 
your process easier or more challenging? 

Robyn Miller: I think we had a lot fewer problems than (we would 
have) if Rand was not my brother. 

Rand: Yeah, they'd have fired Robyn. [Laughs] No, seriously, it 
opens the door to (being) brutally honest. 
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Robyn: I think we get a lot of advantages by being brothers. We can 
communicate well, and we think along the same lines for some weird 
reason. It's been nice that we get along. A lot of brothers do think 
alike. I heard from a lawyer once that the rate of brothers who suc
ceed when they start companies together is very high. 

RDM: Did you always get along well? 

Robyn: Rand was a bit older than me, and we didn't really play 
together as kids, but we always got along great. 

RDM: How do you share the responsibilities when you 're working 
on a game together? 

Rand: Both of us are heavily involved in the game design. Robyn 
knows enough about construction and programming to be useful in 
the design process, and I know a little about graphics and art. 

Robyn: Critiquing is a very important part. Rand is able to come 
down to the art department and he knows what looks good and what 
doesn 't. 

Rand: Robyn will come up and tell us that something doesn 't look 
good , and we know it doesn 't. We branch off in our own jobs with 
moments of critiquing each other's work. 

RDM: How did you first get involved with computers? 

Rand: I was a computer geek from way back, hacking around with 
computers in high school and hacking passwords in college. 

Robyn: Rand got me interested in computers. When I was in high 
school he got a Mac, and it was the first computer I could relate to. 

RDM: What was your primary interest in computers at first? 

Rand: I was writing games from the time I started with computers. 
My first influence was a friend who was attending the university (in 
New Mexico). He took us kids there, and we played a text-based ver
sion of Lunar Lander. It really clicked with me. I don 't know why, or 
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what I was feeling , but I had to have that (feeling). So from that point 
on I was messing 'round with programming. I did a couple of stupid 
games in junior high-entered some contests. I never thought to do it 
for a living, but it was fun . I was always interested in the graphic end, 
and the music end. The Mac came out, and intrigued me with its 
inherent abilities to manipulate the graphics in a natural way. I'd been 
working at a bank, programming, for 10 years . I find it's a lot nicer 
doing games. 

RDM: Kind of a dream come true? 

Rand: Yes. 

RDM: Did you have any idea that Myst would be as popular as it 
has proven to be? 

Rand: No way. We were just blown away. There isn't any way to 
convey our sense of shock at the response. We hoped for a number
one-selling CD-ROM game, but to think it 's a best-selling game in all 
categories ... it never crossed our minds. We never thought that 
potential was there. 

RDM: Did anybody? 

Rand: I don 't think they did. It's amazing. People have said that after 
playing Myst they got so involved that they dreamed about it. That 
was a great compliment. Speaking for us, we had dreams of getting 
it finished . 

[Laughs] 

We spent a lot of time purposely daydreaming, thinking about it 
more. We did dream about 30 rendering . We were both so enthralled 
by the power at our fingertips that we played with it day and night. 
We walked around seeing things and wondering how we would create 
them in the 30 program. Touching a wall and thinking about how to 
texture-map that surface. We both had dreams about 30 rendering 
because we were using it so intensely at the beginning. 
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RDM: If I may be crass, how much money have you personally 
made from Myst? 

Rand: To be honest, I don't even know. I get a salary. I can say that 
it's been worth all the trouble. We do spend a lot of our own money 
on development and new equipment. It cost $600,000 to produce 
the game. Half of the money came from Sunsoft, a Japanese com
pany, which has rights to all versions of the game except the Mac and 
MPC versions, which of course Brnderbund bought from us. 
[Laughs] 

RDM: Have your personal lives changed drastically since the suc
cess of Myst? Are you going to retire to an island someplace? 

Rand: Not yet. We're still coming to work. Almost all of the money 
goes back into the company: Buying the SGis, a location that's not in 
a garage, hiring additional staff. At some point it may change. Right 
now, it's still business as usual. 

RDM: Has your work situation changed since Myst? Is Cyan the 
same, or have you found it changing? 

Rand: Yeah, it has changed a bit. One of the main artists on Myst, 
Chuck Carter, went on to other things. We've added two other artists 
on Myst 2 , Josh Staub and Richard Vander Wende. Along with 
Robyn, they form the Cyan art department at this point. We also 
hired someone to manage data and be the liaison between the art 
department and the construction department. His name is John 
Biggs. He keeps things organized. Keeps all the content in good 
order. And our newest employee, Mark DeForest, was hired to handle 
the PC side of things. Other than that, things are the same-it's the 
same team. 

RDM: What about your location? Have you moved into fancy new 
offices? 
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Robyn: We're in someone's garage. But we plan to get a building 
some time next year. There are 10 of us in the garage, but it's a two
story garage, so it's not quite as cramped as it sounds. 

RDM: Will Myst 2 be a lot like the original Myst? 

Rand: Yeah. It will be a lot like the first one, but a lot not like it, also. 
The story was done even before we started Myst 1. So now it's hash
ing out the details and getting it finished. Same kind of scenario. 
You're in the world; it's seen through your eyes. Better graphics and 
more involving story: All that technology can do with video and 
sound. 

Robyn: We're concentrating most on the story. Really fleshing out all 
the details to make the world feel a lot more real. We were real proud 
of Myst , but it was also a stepping stone. We learned a lot. We made 
some mistakes. We're anxious to do better rather than just make a 
Myst clone. 

RDM: What do you think of the emergence of high technology, 
and especially 3D graphics, in the movie industry? I'm thinking of 
movies like Jurassic Park. 

Rand: We love it. It 's motivating. The coolest thing is that it's no 
longer restricted to the movie industry. Granted, SGis aren 't dirt 
cheap, but even with a Mac you can do a lot. Movies have made the 
public expect more-they're more demanding. When they see a 
dinosaur, they want to see something real. We also feel that way. If 
we're going to do anything sophisticated in animation, everyone will 
expect what we do to look real rather than "computery-looking. " 
More than anything, (the use of digital imagery in movies) raises 
everyone 's expectations. For our industry, also. 

RDM: How do you feel about the new technologies that are being 
used in games now? Especially the use of video? 
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Rand: It's a mix there. Some people are doing computer animation 
for everything. That's the point of multimedia, I guess-to use every
thing. You've got it all at your fingertips . Use whatever you can. 
Multimedia is going to be defined by so many people. How we put 
computer animation and sound and all into Myst is our idea. 
Everything you add to that mix gives you more potential. 

RDM: What are you using to create Myst 2? 

Rand: We're using SGis with Softlmage. 

RDM: Let me ask you about fantasy entertainment. Does fantasy 
depend on contexts that are based in reality, or does fantasy 
belong more in the realm of pure escapism? 

Rand: We tried to create something-a fantastic world-in a very 
realistic way. Creating a fantastic world in an unrealistic way is the 
worst type of fantasy . In Jurassic Park , the idea of dinosaurs coming 
to life in the twentieth century is great. But it works in that movie 
because they also made it believable. That's how the idea and the exe
cution of that idea mix to create a truly great experience. 

RDM: What other computer games-besides Myst-do you enjoy 
playing? 

Rand: We sometimes play Spectre VR around the office on the net
work. Games that don't take too much time. Although I've gone 
down and seen Robyn dogfighting in F-18s with Josh. We don't play 
too many CD-ROM games. They take too long, and we just don't 
have the time. 

RDM: Do you anticipate using more actors (other than yourselves) 
in Myst 2? And will there be more people in the next game? 

Rand: In Myst , it was budgetary realities that kept us from using 
other actors . We were the cheapest actors we could find. In Myst 2 
there will be other actors. We don't know who yet. We're still working 
on that. 
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Robyn: There are more characters, though. Yes! There were some 
comments about how lonely it felt in Myst . That was by design. But 
Myst 2 will have a different feel because there are more characters 
involved. 

RDM: So did you tailor the kind of game Myst 2 would be based 
on feedback from the first game? 

Rand: No. The biggest reason for changing it was that the story was 
written ahead of time , and there happened to be more people in it. 
That will appeal to some and not to others. We must have designed it 
that way with budget in mind, knowing that we couldn't afford to have 
a lot of people the first time. It's also somewhat serendipitous. We 
always try to take our constraints into account. I hope that's part of 
what makes us good game designers-that we can work within our 
constraints. 

RDM: Who do you most admire in the computer world? Are there 
any special people among your colleagues whom you particularly 
respect? 

Robyn: There are a lot of people we admire in the computer indus
try, but the people I personally admire happen to be outside that 
industry. Walt Disney is definitely one of those. I'm fascinated by his 
inventiveness and creativity. Over and over again, throughout his life , 
he encountered new mediums-animated characters, animated fea
tures, even theme parks-and defined those new mediums by doing it 
the best. Even now, there is no theme park as great as Disneyland, or 
animated movies as great as the early Disney features . If we can 
accomplish a hint of what he did , we 'd be very happy. 

Rand: One person we both admire is Bill Atkinson, who developed 
Hypercard, the enabling technology that lets us link those pictures 
together. Certainly we admire the people who create the tools we use. 
I admired the Infocom folks who did the original Zork stuff. Granted, 
it's old technology now, but it was an effective way to get lost in a 
world. It had a little of the same feeling we went for in Myst . 
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Robyn: People have made that comparison before. I'd never even 
played any Infocom games, so that influence isn't extremely great 
with me. 

RDM: How closely do you collaborate? 

Robyn: Our work has always been very collaborative. We really hash 
out ideas, go back and forth . An idea may seem stupid at first , but it 
grows when it goes back and forth between us. When you put more 
people in the mix, it can stagnate, but more people also bring addi
tional ideas. 

Rand: Making the company bigger is exciting because we get differ
ent opinions that we wouldn't have thought of ourselves. Our new 
people contribute quite a bit. 

RDM: When you 're not busy creating successful computer games, 
what other pursuits do you have? Any hobbies? 

Rand: Science. I love reading books on science. I'm interested in the 
way things work. I spend my leisure time reading books of that kind. 

Robyn: I guess my hobby is reading a lot of fiction. I like reading a lot 
of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century fiction , writers like Alexander 
Dumas. I'm currently reading through a bunch of stuff. Wandering 
through different authors of that time period . I've been stuck on that 
for a long time. Old adventure is my favorite , like Treasure Island and 
things kids used to like. The spirit of adventure. 

Rand: Our interests have influenced our ideas for game design. In 
terms of science, it's hard to see a direct correlation. But even in 
Myst , the way the books work is based loosely on stuff I've read. Little 
elements of science in there. It all comes out. 

Robyn: Our sense of fantasy is more of a style thing. Different from 
the fantasy style of games like the D&D stuff. I guess that 's why Myst 
has the particular feel that it does. When we were creating Myst , I'd 
been reading a bunch of Jules Verne. Stylistically, there was an influ-
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ence. Storywise, there's also influence from Lord of the Rings, where 
there's a real background and depth to the story. We tried to do that 
with Myst . 

RDM: I heard you 'd already written a novel while you were creat
ing Myst. 

Rand: Not exactly. We didn't have a lot of time. We did write a very 
detailed story, and afterwards turned it into a novel based on the pre
history of Myst. We're working on refining it to make it suitable for a 
real fiction audience. 

Robyn: It will be interesting to actually reveal in the story what has 
been mostly felt or experienced in the game. 

RDM: Is there anything that you hate? 

Rand: We hate interviews. 
[Laughs] 

Robyn: Seriously, we hate stuff without integrity. Supposed "art" that 
lacks attention to detail. That bothers me a lot. Done by people who 
are forced into doing it or who are doing it purely for formula reasons 
and monetary reasons. It's great to see something that has integrity. It 
makes you feel good. The opposite of that is something I dislike. 

RDM: Do you have any fantasies you 'd like to share? 

Rand [in the voice of Glinda from The Wizard of Oz]: That all the 
people of the world would be happy and live happily together. 

Robyn: Can I pass on that? It's like wasting one of your three wishes. 
Can we think about that? 

RDM: What question do you most wish you were asked? 

Rand: Here's how we answer that one. We wish we were asked what 
the question was that nobody asked us that we wish we were asked. 
Some day we'll have a good answer for that one. 
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RDM: What will the sequel to Myst be called? 

Rand: No actual title yet. We 're calling it Myst 2 or "the sequel" at 
this point. Obviously, it will have the name Myst in it. 

RDM: Does it take place on the island? 

Rand: No. It 's a completely different place. You don't go to any of 
the original Myst places, although you do start out where the first 
story left off. It is a continuation of the same story line. You could play 
Myst and Myst 2 back-to-back, and it would be satisfying as a continu
ous story. 

RDM: Can you tell us anything about the story line? 

Robyn: We've got to save some surprises, now, don 't we? 

The Myst Team 
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Hell: A Cyberpunk Thriller-The Official Strategy Guide 
Heretic: The Official Strategy Guide 
In The !st Degree: The Official Strategy Guide 
King's Quest VII: The Unauthorized Strategy Guide 
The Legend of Kyrandia: The Official Strategy Guide 
Marathon: The Official Strategy Guide 
Master of Orion: The Official Strategy Guide 
Master of Magic: The Official Strategy Guide 
Microsoft Arcade: The Official Strategy Guide 
Microsoft Golf 2: The Official Strategy Guide 
Might and Magic Compendium: The Authorized Strategy Guide for I, II, III & N 
Mission Critical: The Official Strategy Guide 
Oregon Trail II: The Official Strategy Guide 
Outpo 1: The Official Strategy Guide 
Pagan Ultima 8: The Official Strategy Guide 
Perfect General II: The Official Strategy Guide 
Prince of Persia: The Official Strategy Guide 
Sid Meier's Colonization: Official Strategy Guide 
Sim City 2000: Power, Politics, and Planning 
SimEarth: The Official Strategy Guide 
SimFarm Almanac: The Official Guide to SimFarm 
SimLife: The Official Strategy Guide 
SimTower: The Official Strategy Guide 
Sub War 2050: The Official Strategy Guide 
This Means War: The Official Strategy Guide 
Thunderscape: The Official Strategy Guide 
TIE-Fighter: The Official Strategy Guide 
Under a Killing Moon: The Official Strategy Guide 
Werewolf vs. Comanche: The Official Strategy Guide 
X-COM Terror From The Deep: The Official Strategy Guide 
X-COM UFO Defense: The Official Strategy Guide 
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To Take Advantage of These Great Savings, Call 1-800-531-2343. 



To Order Books 
Please send me the following items: 

Quantity Title 

*Shipping and Handling depend on Subtotal. 

Subtotal Shipping/Handling 
$0.00-$ 14.99 $3.00 
$15.00-$29.99 $4.00 
$30.00-$49.99 $6.00 
$50.00-$99.99 $10.00 
$100.00-$199.99 $13.50 
$200.00+ Call for Quote 

Foreign and all Priority Request orders: 
Call Order Entry department 

for price quote at 9 I 6-632-4400 
This chart represents the total retail price of books only 

(before applicable discounts are taken). 

Unit Price 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

Subtotal 

Deduct I 0% when ordering 3-5 books 

7 .25% Sales Tax (CA only) 

8.25% Sales Tax (TN only) 

5.0% Sales Tax (MD and IN only) 

7.0% G.S.T. Tax (Canada only) 

Shipping and Handling* 

Total Order 

Total 
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By Telephone: With MC or Visa, call 800-632-8676 or 916-632-4400. Mon-Fri, 8:30-4:30. 
WWW: http:/ /www.primapublishing.com 

By Internet E-mail: sales@primapub .com 
By Mail: Just fill out the information below and send with your remittance to: 

Prima Publishing 
P.O. Box 1260BK 

Rocklin, CA 95677 

My name is ----------------------------~ 

I live at------------- ------------------

City---------- ----------- State--- ZIP -----

MCNisa# _____________________ Exp.-------

Check/money order enclosed for $ Payable to Prima Publishing 

Daytim e telephone -------------------------

Signature -------------------- ----------



If You Play The Game ... 
You'll Love The Book 

Written By The Creators 
Of MYST Robyn and Rand Miller 

The Book of Atrus 

The story before the game began. . . 
it will answer all your questions. 

MYST - At a bookstore near you or order by calling 
toll free 1-800-759-0190 ($22.95, plus postage and handling). 

fiJHYPERIONI 





0-761.5-0102-9 

0 86874 50102 




